




WELCOME TO YOUR  
WORLD OF ADVERTISING

SINCE 1828.

Welcome to a place where everything is possible 
for advertisers. Where wishes and dreams come 
true. From unusual flavours to extraordinary  
personalisations. And where some things may 
seem crazy at times. Because we believe that 
brand sympathy is not made by logic, but with  
taste sensory perception – and that no advertising 
mix is complete without Taste Marketing.  
 
 

We are your door opener to a world that gives 
brands access to your customers‘ sense of taste – 
with numerous new product ideas that expand our 
wide range year after year. And if there is  
something that doesn‘t exist yet, we simply invent 
it. This is not a crazy dream. This is the JUNG  
reality in which brands are created with all senses. 
Above all with the help of good taste.
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Newcomer 2022
With an edible spoon, snacking jam from a tube and drinking energising
water from curvy cucumbers? We make it happen!
Get inspired by our brand new startup ideas in our catalogue.
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Promotion Card Long
Zonama Zebra Ice  
p. 129

Marmetube strawberry fruit 
spread  
p. 25

Zonama Zebra Bar 
p. 27

 Zonama Zebra Bar Mini

Biscuit Selection
p. 112
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bread seasoning  
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The edible spoon: Cookie spoon 
p. 113

Candy Bag with motif sweets
p. 78

Rettergut Easter Bunny  
from rescued chocolate 
p. 139



Awaken the
zebra in you!

TOGETHER IN MOTION!
Zonama food - as a fan of fruity and of course he-
althy snacks - sees resonsibility for themselves to act 
towards a positiv future. This Startup from Hannover 
supports different charity projects with each sale of its 
products, trying to give something back to our environ-
ment. This is a promise and Zonama takes it 
as serious as a Zebra takes it stripes.

BARS FOR THE ENVIRONMENT
This startup wants to give something back to our planet 
and recognizes the protection of mother nature as a 
base for our products. Therefore Zonama Food plants 
a tree for every tenth sold product. Together with Eden 
Projects – a renowned reforestation network, the brand 
has already planted 12.167 trees where they help peop-
le and nature.

PLANT TREES. SAVE LIFES.
Eden Reforestation Projects is a Non-Profit-US-
Organisation, which is comitted to global reforestation.
As of today more than 250 million trees have been 
planted in countries like Ethopia, Madagascar, Nepal, 
Haiti, Indosesia and Mozambique. In this way the 
project does not only makes an immense contribution 
to the environment, but also creates new jobs for the 
locals.
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Zonama Zebra Ice 
p. 129

NEED A FRESH AND FRUITY COOL DOWN?  
Get the vegan ice-innovation!
There is nothing more refreshing in 
summer than a delicious fruit preparation 
„ready to freeze“. It includes only natural 
sweets and a big portion of sustainability.

Zonama Food is sure that high impact 
food does not need industrial sugar or 
other additives/ingredients. Only high 
quality, vegan and gluten- and lactose-
free ingredients end up in the bars. 
Thanks to the gentle raw-food-process, 
all valuable nutrients are retained.

THE SNACK-REVOLUTION.
IN A STYLISH ZEBRA-LOOK

Practical vitamin- & engerybooster to 
go, found in three fruity delicious  
flavors: cacao orange, cashew crush 
and cherry tart.

Take a bite & feel the wild
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LET HEARTS BEAT FASTER

Zebra Bar p.27

PERFECT SUMMER SNACK  
AT ANY TEMPERATURE

Zebra Bar Mini p. 131



100 % CLIMATE NEUTRAL
Our entire product range is produced in a climate neutral manner. This means 
that we offset emissions that cannot be completely avoided through selected 
projects. In Peru, for example, we support the conservation of around 300.000 
hectares of primary rainforest. The CO2 balance is certified by the independent 
organization ClimatePartner.

Plastic 100 % 
recyclable

For our products, we 
use plastics that are
100 % recyclable.

98 % recycle-
able tinplate

Our tin cans are 98 % 
recyclable and this
save energy, resources 
and emissions. 

100 % carton

Many of our products  
are made of card-
board that is 100 % 
recyclable, and we are 
continuing to extend 
this proportion of the 
packaging.

Compostable 
foil

We use foils that are 
made of biodegradable
materials and are 
compostable.  
The logo identifies 
these products.

Packed in  
Germany

Almost all our products  
are produced and 
packed at our produc-
tion and packaging 
site in Arnstadt. Even 
our filling goods have 
highest standards from 
Germany and Europe.
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Ritter SPORT  - 
our cocao

Ritter SPORT 
exclusively sources 
certified sustainable 
cocoa.

Try a piece of the  
perfect world?

Bee happy

For us, an intact world is much more than just a dream. Because those who make a continuous contribu-
tion towards environmental and climate protection also come closer to a new sustainable reality. All our 
products are already in a climate neutral manner and most of our packaging is compostable, recyclable or 
reusable: for example our paper-based advent calendars or biodegradable muesli cups and bags. And to 
ensure that a little more of the intact world reaches society, our commitment also goes beyond Mother 
Nature – with our annual Christmas donation campaign for the Albert Schweitzer Children‘s Village in 
Waldenburg.

Since September 2019, two bee colonies with over 80.000 bees have been buzzing on the 
JUNG company roof. Our bee project is a valuable contribution towards the preservation 
of the local honeybee – and provides us with our own JUNG honey.

Rainforest Alliance

The Rainforest Alliance is an 
international nonprofit orga-
nization which works at the 
interface of trading, agricul-
ture and forestry. Our passion 
is to create a better future for 
people and nature, where re-
sponsible business practices 
are a matter of self-image. 
www.rainforest-alliance.org

Fairtrade - The seal 
for fair trade

The Fairtrade seal stands for 
fairly cultivated and traded 
products. Small-holder farmers 
are offered stable prices and 
long-term trade relationships. 
www.fairtrade-deutschland.de

FSC®

The Forest Stewardship Council® 
is an international nongovern-
mental organization that promo-
tes environmentally appropriate, 
socially beneficial, and economi-
cally viable management of the 
world’s forests.  
To learn more, visit www.fsc.org  
We are committed to complying 
with the FSC core labor stan-
dardsderived from the ILO core 
labor standards in accordance 
with the applicable FSC standard.  
Ask for our FSC-certified products.

Lindt –  
cocoa crogram

With its Farming Pro-
gram, Lindt & Sprüngli 
stands up for an im-
provement in the living 
standards of the cocoa 
farmers and for the
preservation of the 
environment.
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packed 
in

germany.
We work in Germany - from the idea to the packaging
Good working conditions and fair wages are of course a matter for us. In our own 
printing and packaging center, clever packaging of various kinds of products gets 
produced.

According to your individual taste and with our know-how, products are designed, 
printed, processed and packed directly in-house. No matter whether the fabrication 
is done by hand or by machine, with us everything will be done under one roof.

We are really proud of this - and also of our long-standing cooperation partners in 
Germany.

For example, for many years we are actively supported by workshops for people with 
disabilities in the production of our promotional items. Because inclusion is also a 
matter of our hearts. 
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customized ideas.
We are constantly developing new, creative and innovative packaging 
forms for you - using modern printing and packaging technologies. We 
have already received several awards for this like the Promotional Gift 
award and the Sustainability Award.

Clever packaged.
All our tasteful promotional items are almost 
exclusively printed and packed in our factory 
in Thuringia. And the whole thing is also  
100 % climate-neutral!

High quality products. 
From the region.
Whether fruit gum, sweets or cookies - we already pay  
attention to high-quality products when purchasing, and we 
prefer products from the region.

Your product.  
Attractively packed.
Truck, house, treasure chest or just folding box - we 
bring your product and your packaging into its best 
shape! No matter for which industry, no matter for 
which occasion.
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Express



LUCIUS ANNAEUS SENECA

»We do not have  
too little time.  

It‘s too much time 
that we are  
misusing.«

The anti-stress programme for your advertising plan: select 
brand-quality chocolate, peppermint or fruit jelly gums from 
our express product range at your leisure. Ready for dispatch 
after just 6-10 working days, these products allow you to  

surprise your customers with a delicious giveaway that is  
designed with your own individual advertising message.  
Perfect for spontaneous ideas and events at short notice. 

OUR EXPRESS PRODUCTS –  
READY FOR DISPATCH AFTER ONLY A FEW WORKING DAYS
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Content

EXPRESS JELLY BEARS

Trolli jelly bears in a white or transparent foil bag, compostable 
option, climate neutral, individually printed 

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 1.800 pieces  
Maximum order quantity: 10.200 pieces 

Contents Basic Trolli jelly bears, colourful mixture, 7 g 

Shelf life 12 months; compostable foil: 6 months 

Format Approx. 70 x 84 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 600 pieces  
4 cartons per shipping carton = 2.400 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 44 cartons per pallet; special packing on request  

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 6-10 working days 
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

COMPOSTABLE FOIL

ONLY 1 CENT SURCHARGE

Small & handy 

with big  

EFFECT

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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EXPRESS PROMOTION CARD
BUSINESS CARD FORMAT 

Filling options

Alpine Milk Almond Cornflakes

Content

Team Jelly Bears

Print 4-c Euroscale 

Minimum order From 540 pieces  
Maximum order quantity: 5.400 pieces 

Contents Premium quality Trolli fruit jelly gums with 10 % fruit 
content, colourful mixture, 6,5 g 

Shelf life 6 months 

Format Approx. 85 x 55 x 9 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 540 pieces  
2 cartons per shipping carton = 1.080 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 32 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 6-10 working days 
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Trolli Team jelly bears in a bag with a standardised design 
inside of a fold-out promotion card made of white, FSC-certified 
cardboard with a practical tear-off perforation, climate neutral, 
individually printed 

Ritter SPORT Chocolate Bites

Print 4-c Euroscale 

Minimum order From 630 pieces  
Maximum order quantity: 5.040 pieces 

Contents Ritter SPORT Chocolates Bites (only unsorted), 5 g 

Shelf life 6 months 

Format Approx. 85 x 55 x 9 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as imposition 
layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 630 pieces  
2 cartons per shipping carton = 1.260 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 32 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 6-10 working days 
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Ritter SPORT Chocolate Bites inside of a fold-out promotion 
card made of white, FSC-certified cardboard with a practical 
tear-off perforation, climate neutral, individually printed 

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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EXPRESS CHOCOLATE

Print 4-c Euroscale 

Minimum order From 500 pieces  
 Maximum order quantity: 1.000 pieces 

Contents Ritter SPORT Mini chocolate variety fine milk chocolate, 
16,5 g 

Shelf life 6 months 

Format Approx. 57 x 50 x 10 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 250 pieces  
5 cartons per shipping carton = 1.250 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 54 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 6-10 working days 
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Ritter SPORT Mini chocolate with paper banderole, climate 
neutral, individually printed 

short 
delivery time

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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EXPRESS HINGED BOX

Sample design

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 312 pieces 

Contents Pfeffi sugar-free peppermint pastilles, 19 g  

Shelf life 18 months  

Format Approx. 60 x 50 x 18 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 156 pieces  
4 cartons per shipping carton = 624 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 70 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 6-10 working days 
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Hinged metal box with vaulted hinged lid, white, made from 
metal, climate neutral, individually printed  
With tamper-proof seal and tear perforation  
Tinplate 98 % recyclable 

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en


Startups



OUR BRAND NEW STARTUP IDEAS
FOR REAL PROMOTION HITS!

» Big  
companies  
build on  

great  
products. «

How castles in the air are turned into real wonders: take a por-
tion of spirit of the age mix it with a lot of sustainability, crea-
tivity and passion and turn the world into a better place step 
by step. These young newcomers have successfully made the 
breakthrough from a kitchen table into the wide world. After 
all, they have discovered incredibly delicious and clever ideas 
for you and the heroes of tomorrow. 

Have you ever snacked jam from a tube? Did you ever ask your-
self what you really put on your sandwich? How trees grow 
from bars? And what really happens to crooked 
vegetables? Then discover our startups and the story 
behind it.

ELON MUSK
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Just spices has an easy guideline: make every dish tasty!   
 

Creativity, inspiration and good taste are the most important assets for this company from Düsseldorf. 
They want to turn the world into a colourful, spicy and tasty place.

To collect the best spices and mixtures from all over the world they have even 
done a worldtour.

Just Spices 
PERFECT FINISH FOR YOUR SANDWICH.

Boring sandwich?

No way!

makes delicious 
food even tastier

100 %
natural

ingredients

100 % vegan & 
no artifical flavours

with the best spices
from all over the world

Made in Germany

An everyday companion 
and a taste sensation 
for each sandwich
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The sandwich spice turns your favourite bread into a tasty one in a few seconds. Wether pure on roasted bread or with oil – always an experience!

PROMOTION CARD MIDI 
JUST SPICES

Print 4-c Euroscale 

Minimum order From 450 pieces 

Contents Stullenspice bag of the brand Just Spices, 5 g

Shelf life 4 months 

Format Approx. 55 x 85 x 9 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout  

Delivery packing Cartons containing 450 pieces  
2 carton per shipping carton = 900 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 32 carton per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days 
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Just Spices Stullenspice sachet in fold-out promotional card 
made of white, FSC-certified cardboard with practical  
tear-off perforation, climate-neutral, individually printed

NEW

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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Jam in the tube? Not at all! Because Marmetube needs less sugar than usual jam and therefore it is a 
whopping fruit spread containing 66 % fruit. The aim of this startup from Hamburg is that you don‘t have 
a sugar bomb on your bread, but taste the fruit directly.  
 
For Marmetube it is important, that the tube doesn´t need weeks of journey till you can have it on your 
breakfast table. To keep emissions as low as possible, the fruity and delicious spreads are made exclusi-
vely from fruits from the EU and are produced in Germany.
  
The priority is to protect the environment through unlimited recycling and by reducing food waste. 
Recycling only needs 5 percent of the energy required for new production.

Marmetube

Without 
industrial colours, 
ingredients and sirup

only fruits from 
Europe

produced in 
Germany

Fruit spread
with a whopping 66 % 

fruit content
Only good 

things 
come in  
the Tube!

Tube 100 % 
recycable 
aluminium

Time for new traditions.

Glass
yesterday

was
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Without 
industrial colours, 
ingredients and sirup

MARMETUBE

Print 4-c Euroscale 

Minimum order From 252 pieces 

Contents Jam from the tube of the brand Marmetube in the variety 
strawberry, 220 g

Shelf life 4 months 

Format Approx. 45 x 221,5 x 44 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout  

Delivery packing Cartons containing 21 pieces  
5 carton per shipping carton = 105 pcs. 
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 72 carton per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days 
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Marmetube tube in promotional packaging made of white, 
FSC-certified cardboard with viewing window, climate neutral, 
individually printed

NEW

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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Whether at work, during a workout or while travelling a fruity-healthy raw food snack between your 
meals is always good. The idea of the young startup is to create an uncomplicated vitamin and energy 

booster for to-go that convinces with its natural sweetness and phenominal taste.

With the sale of Zebra products, the startup wants to support different Charity projects and give 
something back to our environment in its own way. For every 10th product being sold, a tree will be 

planted wherever it helps people and nature together with Eden Products.

Zonama Zebra Bar
The Bar-Revolution.

most important basic ingredients:
Dates and cashew nuts

gluten and  
lactose free

without additives and
industrial sugar

raw, vegan

10 Zebra Bars  
= 1 tree

Take a bite 
& 

feel the wild
Make a  

difference 

together!
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Cherry Tart, 35 g

Filling options

Cashew Crush, 35 g

Cacao & Orange, 35 g

ZONAMA ZEBRA BAR

NEW

Print 4-c Euroscale 

Minimum order From 600 pieces 

Contents Fruit and nut bar from the Zonama brand in the varieties 
cherry tart, cacao & orange and  
cashew crush, 35 g (only unmixed)

Shelf life 5 months 

Format Approx. 130 x 38 x 16 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout  

Delivery packing Cartons containing 200 pieces  
4 carton per shipping carton = 800 pcs. 
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 48 carton per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days 
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Zonama Zebra Bar in promotional slipcase made of white 
cardboard, climate neutral, individually printed

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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You can find more peppermint here

The perfect combination:
Your business card with a  
peppermint freshness kick. 
p. 73

You like paper packaging? 
Our Slim boxes are available  

with „Japanese Mint“ sweets. 
p. 71

Fits in every pocket:
Small tin, fits in every pocket

sugar-free peppermint pastilles. 
p. 34

Peppermint
OUR PEPPERMINT PRODUCTS WITH EXTRA FRESHNESS FOR BUSINESS.

»What a cool, fresh, beautiful idea!«
Pastilles, sweets or chewing gum with a mint flavour provi-
de a little, vitalising kick of freshness in all situations. These 
promotional products are guaranteed to become your custo-
mers’ and business partners’ favourites. Discover the wide 

variety of our product range for cool advertising ideas. Inclu-
ding vegan and sugar-free treats, as even health- 
conscious people like freshness.
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MENTOS SIXPACK

Print 4-c Euroscale 

Minimum order From 600 pieces 

Contents Six sugar-free pieces of Mentos chewing gum 
(peppermint) in a blister pack  

Shelf life 24 months 

Format Approx. 70 x 47 x 15 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout  

Delivery packing Cartons containing 200 pieces  
6 carton per shipping carton = 1.200 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 80 carton per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days 
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Mentos chewing gum 6-piece blister pack in a FSC-certified 
promotional case, climate neutral, individually printed 

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en


Boxes



LEWIS CAROLL - ALICE‘S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND

»Sometimes  
just one second  
means forever.«

OUR SUSTAINABLE ADVERTISING  
BOXES FOR A LONG LASTING IMPRESSION.

Different shapes and fillings, quality materials and  
extraordinary print finishes make the promotional boxes 
uniquely versatile. And the best thing is:  

they are doubly sustainable. For they are recyclable and can be 
reused. This means that your message makes a long lasting 
impression.
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QUICK BOX XS

Print 4-c Euroscale 

Minimum order From 630 pieces 

Contents Micro Sweets, 15 g; Pfeffi sugar-free peppermint 
pastilles, 12 g or dextrose sugar squares with raspberry 
flavour, 12 g 

Shelf life Sweets: 36 months; peppermint: 18 months;  
dextrose sugar: 18 months  

Format Height approx. 17 mm, Ø approx. 45 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 210 pieces  
4 cartons per shipping carton = 840 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 80 cartons per pallet; special packing on request  

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days 
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Round metal box with a spring cover, white, climate neutral, 
individually printed 
With tamper-proof seal and a tear perforation  
Tinplate 98 % recyclable  

Filling options

Dextrose sugar
squares
vegan

Japanese 
Mint
vegan

Pfeffi 
Peppermint pastilles 
vegan, sugar-free

Fruit mix
vegan

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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Can available in white or silver

QUICK BOX

Standard colours

Filling options

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 480 pieces 

Contents Micro Sweets, 19 g; Pfeffi sugar-free peppermint 
pastilles, 19 g or dextrose sugar squares with  
raspberry flavour, 19 g 

Shelf life Sweets: 36 months; Peppermint: 18 months;  
Dextrose sugar: 18 months  

Format Height approx. 20 mm, Ø approx. 57 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 240 pieces  
3 cartons per shipping carton = 720 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 54 cartons per pallet; special packing on request  

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days 
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Round metal box with a spring cover, white or blank,  
climate neutral, individually printed 
With tamper-proof seal and a tear perforation  
Tinplate 98 % recyclable 

Dextrose sugar
squares
vegan

Japanese 
Mint
vegan

Pfeffi 
Peppermint pastilles
vegan, sugar-free

Fruit mix
vegan

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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Filling options

Japanese
Mint
vegan

Fruit mix 
vegan

SLIDING TIN

Pfeffi  
Peppermint pastilles
vegan, sugar-free

Dextrose sugar- 
squares
vegan

Print 4-c Euroscale 

Minimum order From 270 pieces 

Contents Micro sweets, 13 g; Pfeffi sugar-free peppermint  
pastilles, 12 g or dextrose sugar squares with raspberry 
flavour, 14 g  
With surcharge: Skittles chewy candies, 18 g or  
M&M´s chocolate drops, 15 g  

Shelf life Sweets: 36 months; Peppermint: 18 months;  
Dextrose sugar: 18 months; Chewy candy: 12 months; 
Chocolate drops: 4 months  

Format Approx. 80 x 35 x 13 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 270 pieces  
3 cartons per shipping carton = 810 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 50 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days 
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Flat metal tin with sliding lid, white with various filling options, 
climate neutral, individually printed 
With tamper-proof seal and tear perforation  
Tinplate 98 % recyclable

Skittles 
Chewy candies

M&M‘s
Chocolate

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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FLAT BOX

for additional charge with  
white underlayer

Print 4-c Euroscale 

Minimum order From 504 pieces  

Contents Sugar-free minties (peppermint with stevia),  
approx. 17 pieces 

Shelf life 18 months 

Format Approx. 51 x 26 x 6 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 252 pieces  
6 cartons per shipping carton = 1.512 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 140 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days 
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Sugar-free peppermint minties in a flat metal box with a sliding 
lid, blank, climate neutral, individually printed 
Tinplate 98 % recyclable 

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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Japanese
Mint
vegan

Pfeffi 
Peppermint- 
pastilles
vegan,  
sugar-free

Dextrose sugar- 
squares
vegan

Skittles 
Chewy candies

M&M‘s 
Chocolate

Filling options

HINGED BOX

Mentos chewy candy fruit 
(strawberry, orange and 
lemon)

Mentos 
chewy candy 
Mint 

mentos gum
peppermint
sugar-free

Fruit mix 
vegan

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 312 pieces 

Contents Micro sweets, 19 g; Pfeffi sugar-free peppermint pastilles, 
19 g or dextrose sugar squares with raspberry flavour, 18 g  
With surcharge: Mentos chewy candy in mint or fruit 
(strawberry, orange, lemon, mixed), 25 g;  
Skittles chewy candies, 22 g; Sugar-free Mentos chewing 
gum (peppermint), 22 g or M&M´s chocolate drops, 22 g  

Shelf life Sweets: 36 months; Peppermint: 18 months;  
Dextrose sugar: 18 months; Chewy candy: 12 months; 
Chewing gum: 24 months; Chocolate drops: 4 months  

Format Approx. 60 x 50 x 18 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 156 pieces  
4 cartons per shipping carton = 624 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 70 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days 
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Hinged metal box with vaulted hinged lid, white, matt-silver 
or blank made from metal with various filling options, climate 
neutral, individually printed 
With tamper-proof seal and tear perforation  
Tinplate 98 % recyclable 

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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Filling options

Skittles 
Chewy candies

M&M‘s 
Chocolate

SQUARE TIN

Japanese
Mint
vegan

Pfeffi 
Peppermint- 
pastilles
vegan,  
sugar-free

Dextrose sugar- 
squares
vegan

Fruit mix 
vegan

Print 4-c Euroscale 

Minimum order From 300 pieces 

Contents Micro sweets, 13 g; Pfeffi sugar-free peppermint  
pastilles, 12 g or dextrose sugar squares with raspberry 
flavour, 14 g  
With surcharge: Skittles chewy candies, 18 g or  
M&M´s chocolate drops, 15 g  

Shelf life Sweets: 36 months; Peppermint: 18 months;  
Dextrose sugar: 18 months; Chewy candy: 12 months; 
Chocolate drops: 4 months  

Format Approx. 55 x 55 x 18 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 150 pieces  
4 cartons per shipping carton = 600 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 56 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days 
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Square metal box with hinged lid, white with various filling 
options, climate neutral, climate neutral, individually printed 
Tinplate 98 % recyclable  

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en


This  
product  

supports a  

nearBees bee- 

protection  

project.

REGIONAL. NATURALLY. YUMMY.

Paper Can Eco Mini  
Honeybee

p. 42 Paper Can Eco Midi 
Honeybee
p. 43

REGIONAL
QUALITY

HONEY

Honey is extremely delicious and a valuable foodstuff, but it 
gets even better: when you purchase a honey bee product, 
you are supporting a nearBees bee protection project.  
As pollinators, the hard-working producers of the golden  
 

treat see to flourishing landscapes and bountiful harvests,  
as well as the future preservation of fauna and flora.  
This attracts honey fans and the many people who value  
the small, gold-striped insects.
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SWEET BOX MIDI

Filling options

Fruit mix
vegan

Honeybee
sweets

Herb mixture
sweets

Standard colours

Can available in white or silver

NEW

Print 4-c Euroscale 

Minimum order From 300 pieces 

Contents Unwrapped honeybee sweets, 50 g; 
Herb mixture sweets,50 g or  
unwrapped mini sweets, 60 g 
The honeybee variety support the nearBees bee 
protection project

Shelf life 36 months; Honeybee: 24 months 

Format Height approx. 25 mm, Ø approx. 75 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 100 pieces  
2 cartons per shipping carton = 200 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 48 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days 
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Mini sweets in a round metal box with a snap-on lid, white or 
matt-silver, climate neutral, climate neutral, individually printed 
Surrounded by a freshness seal  
Tinplate 98 % recyclable  

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en


paper 
packaging



»To achieve the 
impossible,  

you can only  
succeed if you 

think it is  
possible.«

OUR ECOLOGICAL  
PAPER PACKAGING. 

Show your customers and business partners that the  
protection of the environment and the climate is important 
to you. Opt for advertising ideas with sustainability.  
We are constantly developing new sustainable packaging  

solutions such as our biodegradable muesli cups,  
tear-resistant kraft paper or recyclable composite cans.  
With complete freedom for your individual printing desire.

LEWIS CAROLL - ALICE‘S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND
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PAPER CAN ECO MINI

BIO-

degradable

The  

honeybee variety  

supports the 

nearBees bee 

protection

project.

Fruit mix
vegan

NEW

NEW

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 506 pieces 

Contents Unwrapped honeybee sweets, fruit mix or herb mixture 
sweets, 50 g; 
With surcharge: Mentos chewy candy in mint or fruit, 50 
g; Mentos Gum peppermint sugar-free, 45 g; 2 Lindor milk 
balls, 25 g; M&M‘s Peanuts, 45 g or 2 Zonama Zebra Bar 
Mini mixed, 18 g

Shelf life Sweets: 24 months; Mentos chewy candy: 12 months; 
Mentos Gum: 24 months; Lindt: 6 months; M&M‘s Peanuts: 
4 months; Zonama Zebra Bar Mini: 5 months

Format Height approx. 50 mm, Ø approx. 50 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout  

Delivery packing Cartons containing 46 pieces  
8 cartons per shipping carton = 368 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 90 cartons per each pallet; special packing on request  

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days 
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Paper can made from biodegradable kraft paper with various 
filling options, paper label all around, climate neutral, 
individually printed 
With tamper-proof seal  

Honeybee
sweets

Herb mixture
sweets

Filling options for Paper Can Eco Mini and Midi

Mentos chewy candy fruit 
(strawberry, orange and 
lemon)

Mentos 
chewy candy 
Mint 

Mentos Gum
peppermint
sugar-free

Cacao & Orange Cashew Crush Cherry Tart

Zonama Zebra Bar Mini

M&M‘s 
Peanuts

Lindt Lindor Milk Ball

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en


An excellent combination: 
The biodegradable paper can 
with the delicious honeybee sweets 
made from honey from nearBees.
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Additional Filling options only in Paper Can Eco Midi:

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 506 pieces 

Contents Unwrapped honeybee sweets, fruit mix or herb mixture 
sweets, 120 g; Mentos chewy candy in mint or fruit 130 g; 
Mentos Gum peppermint sugar-free, 120 g; 4 Lindor milk 
balls, 50 g; M&M‘s Peanuts, 120 g; 6 Zonama Zebra  
Bar Mini mixed, 55 g; 14 Sarotti chocolate bars 4 kinds 
mixed, 63 g or 6 Ritter SPORT chocolate cube mixes, 48 g

Shelf life Sweets: 24 months; Mentos chewy candy: 12 months; 
Mentos Gum: 24 months; Lindt: 6 months; M&M‘s Peanuts: 
4 months; Zonama Zebra Bar Mini: 5 months, 
Sarotti: 3 months; Ritter SPORT: 6 months

Format Height approx. 100 mm, Ø approx. 50 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 23 pieces  
6 cartons per shipping carton = 138 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 90 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days 
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Paper can made from biodegradable kraft paper with various 
filling options, paper label all around, climate neutral, 
individually printed 
With tamper-proof seal  

Whole milk GiandujaDark 
chocolate

Hazelnut

PAPER CAN ECO MIDI

Honeybee sweets

Herb mixture

Choco 
Crisp

à la Mousse 
au Chocolat

Whole Hazelnut
in Praline Creme

Double 
Caramel

Ritter SPORT chocolate cube

Sarotti chocolate bars

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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Filling options

TRUCK / VAN / BUS / HOUSE PRESENT

Lorenz Tag Träumer  
Nut-fruit mix with 
Cranberries and Joghurt Pops

Mentos chewy candyPrint 4-c Euroscale 

Minimum order From 266 pieces 

Contents Mentos chewy candy single in the flavours mint, 36,5 g; 
12 Ritter SPORT Chocolate Bites mixed, 60 g; 4 Zonama 
Zebra Bar Mini mixed, 36 g; 4 Lindor milk balls, 50 g or 
from Lorenz: Lorenz peanuts in crispy coating, 40 g choice 
of two varieties of nut-fruit mix, 40 g

Shelf life Mentos: 12 months; Ritter SPORT: 6 months; 
Nic Nac‘s: 4 months; Nut-fruit mix: 2 months; 
Lindt: 6 months; Zonama Zebra Bar Mini: 5 months

Format Approx. 150 x 80 x 53 mm (Truck-, Bus-, Van-Present) 
Approx. 130 x 80 x 53 mm (House Present) 
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout  

Delivery packing Cartons containing 38 pieces  
4 cartons per each shipping carton = 152 pcs. (vehicle) 
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 48 cartons per each pallet; special packing on request 
 
Cartons containing 30 pieces  
4 cartons per each shipping carton = 120 pcs. (house) 
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 64 cartons per each pallet; special packing on request

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days 
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Packaging made from white, FSC-certified cardboard in different 
shapes with various filling options, climate neutral, individually 
printed  

Cacao & Orange Cashew Crush Cherry Tart

Lorenz Coffee Break  
Nut-fruit mix with  
chocolate espresso

Lorenz Nic Nac‘s
Double-Crunch-Peanuts

Alpine Milk Almond Cornflakes

Ritter SPORT Chocolate Bites

Lindor Milk Ball

NEW

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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Also available as a 
van for additional 
charge 



4646

traditional is even better

real eye-chatcher

How to succeed and 
get a homerun

24 doors until the Big Day

Great Deal!
Big fun, lots of anticiapation and simple and pure exitement - whether having  

an anniversary, festival, project-finish line, shop-opening, product launch or biggest trade  
fair event of the year. We do celebrate each of your events like X-Mas!  

Because there are thousands of good reasons to celebrate  
a countdown, and if not - we will find one. 

What a fun - 3, 2, 1 - it is done!

for all  
crazy people  

loving advent calendars during 
the year



XS COUNTDOWN CALENDAR
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XS countdown calendar in FSC-certified cardboard sleeve with 
compostable inlay, climate neutral, individually printed 

Print 4-c Euroscale 

Minimum order From 330 pieces 

Contents 24 Brandt whole wheat crunchy balls with a crispy whole 
wheat centre, coated in finest milk chocolate, 21 g

Shelf life 6 months

Format Approx. 140 x 125 x 16 mm,  large letter format 
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 66 pieces  
5 cartons per shipping carton = 330 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 56 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days 
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

delicious  
countdowner  in a practical  pocket format

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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PROMOTIONAL 
ROMOTIONAL GIFTIFT

AWARDWARD 20122012

Materials. 
Forms.
Paper, foil or made of metal - from ecologically 
degradable to 100 % recyclable. It is your choice.

Highest
print quality.
In our digital printing center we realize 
the hightest printig quality.

We deliver
clever ideas.
Our service for you starts with an idea.
The individually designed packaging fits like  
a suit - tailor-made - and ensures applause from 
your audience.

Get everything from  
one source.
Made by machine or by hand, we take care of the packaging of your 
products. And also that your individual packaging arrives safely and in 
time directly or to your customer.

We take care of it.
Whether cutting, folding or gluing - we make sure that your product 
and the packaging make a nice figure.



pack
your
brand.

Promotions, product samples, or pilot series - attractively and practically  
packed - yes we can! Whether sustainable packaging, unusual sampling 
campaigns or a particularly haptic experience - we love to pack your packaging 
wishes. Because implementing clever ideas sustainably and successfully is our 
specialty. Individual, reliable in highest quality. 

From the initial idea to the shipping. Your product is the star. Our packaging 
solutions are the red carpet on which you present your product into the right 
light. In addition to all the glamour, we also make sure that your product is 
reliably packaged and shipped, from small to large runs - even as a  
distributor or individual shipping.

PROMOTIONAL 
ROMOTIONAL GIFTIFT

AWARDWARD 20122012

PROMOTIONAL 
ROMOTIONAL GIFTIFTAWARDWARD 20122012



jelly 
gums



»Follow 
the colorful 

fruits.«

OUR FRUIT JELLY GUMS FOR  
IRRESISTIBLE TASTE EXPERIENCES.

Fruit jelly gums are highly effective promotional products, as 
they address deeply rooted feelings. The combination of fruity 
and sweet flavours even has an impact on children.  
We provide a wide variety of fruit at top brand quality, with  

a high fruitjuice content, in many different shapes and  
special shapes or sustainably packed in compostable foil.  
Take advantage of the various possibilities for your  
customised advertising.



COMPOSTABLE FOIL
Garden compostable:  
the biodegradable foil 
made from renewable 
raw materials becomes a 
fertiliser for plants

The wood fibres for the 
compostable foil come 
from certified sustainable 
sources

Sustainable packaging solutions 

We are developing innovative packaging that optimally supports your advertising  

objectives and is as environmentally and climate friendly as possible.

Best example: our compostable foils made from renewable raw materials protect 

all the contents perfectly and can be printed individually.
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Content

JELLY BEARS 
MINI BAGCOMPOSTABLE FOIL

7 g

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 1.800 pieces 

Contents Basic Trolli jelly bears, colourful mixture, 7 g 

Shelf life 12 months; compostable foil: 6 months  

Format Approx. 70 x 84 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout  

Delivery packing Cartons containing 600 pieces  
4 cartons per each shipping carton = 2.400 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 44 cartons per each pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days 
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Trolli jelly bears in a white or transparent foil,  
compostable option, climate neutral, individually printed 

7 g

COMPOSTABLE FOIL

ONLY 1 CENT SURCHARGE

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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WINDOW IDEAS
JELLY GUMS BAG - THE PERFECT DESIGN FOR ANY OCCASION

Bear window Star windowRound window

Rectangular windowHeart window Ribbon window

Car windowCorner window Smile window



Car

Glasses

€-symbol

Soccerball

Mobile

House

Plane

Premium
jelly bears

NO MIX POSSIBLE

COLOURS IN THE MIX

Sparkassen „S“ SmileHeart

AVAILABLE ONLY AS A 10 G BAG

Star

Thumb

Piggy/
Bank

Car- 
selection

Jelly Gums Tetrahedron
page 57

Jelly Gums Maxi Bag
page 57

Jelly Gums Mini Bag 
page 56
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WINDOW IDEAS STANDARD SHAPES
Available 

as content for the 
following products

FRUIT JUICE
10%

Bicycle



10 g

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 1.800 pieces  

Contents Premium quality Trolli fruit jelly gums with  
10 % fruit content, colourful mixture, 10 g 

Shelf life 12 months; compostable foil: 6 months  

Format Approx. 70 x 84 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 450 pieces  
4 cartons per shipping carton = 1.800 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 44 cartons per pallet; special packing on request  

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days 
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Trolli fruit jelly gums in a bag, white or transparent foil, 
compostable option, climate neutral, individually printed 

15 g

Print 4-c Euroscale 

Minimum order From 1.750 pieces 

Contents Premium quality Trolli fruit jelly gums with  
10 % fruit content, colourful mixture, 15 g 

Shelf life 12 months; compostable foil: 6 months 

Format Approx. 70 x 84 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 350 pieces  
4 cartons per shipping carton = 1.400 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 44 cartons per pallet; special packing on request  

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days 
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Trolli fruit jelly gums in a bag, white or transparent foil, 
compostable option, climate neutral, individually printed 

56

JELLY GUMS MINI BAG
STANDARD SHAPES

10 g
15 g

COMPOSTABLE FOIL

ONLY 1 CENT SURCHARGE

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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JELLY GUMS MAXI BAG
STANDARD SHAPES

JELLY GUMS TETRAHEDRON
STANDARD SHAPES

50 g

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 1.500 pieces 

Contents Premium quality Trolli fruit jelly gums with  
10 % fruit content, colourful mixture, 50 g 

Shelf life 12 months  

Format Approx. 110 x 145 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout  

Delivery packing Cartons containing 100 pieces  
4 cartons per shipping carton = 400 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 40 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days 
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Trolli fruit jelly gums in a bag, white or transparent foil,  
climate neutral, individually printed 

15 g

Print 4-c Euroscale 

Minimum order From 1.500 pieces 

Contents Premium quality Trolli fruit jelly gums with  
10 % fruit content, colourful mixture, 15 g 

Shelf life 12 months 

Format Approx. 65 x 70 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 250 pieces  
4 cartons per shipping carton = 1.000 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 40 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days 
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Trolli fruit jelly gums in a tetrahedron, white or  
transparent foil, climate neutral, individually printed 

15 g50 g

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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JELLY GUMS MINI BAG
SPECIAL SHAPES

10 g

Print 4-c Euroscale 

Minimum order From 35.100 pieces  

Contents Premium quality Trolli fruit jelly gums with special 
shapes with 10 % fruit content, colourful mixture  
(green, red, orange, yellow), 10 g  
Fruit jelly gum size: max. 15 x 15 mm  
Customised shapes with exquisite fruit juice quality 
available upon request 

Shelf life 12 months; compostable foil: 6 months  

Format Approx. 70 x 84 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 450 pieces  
4 cartons per shipping carton = 1.800 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 44 cartons per pallet; special packing on request  

Delivery time Approx. 6-8 weeks after approval of the printing copies 
and the shape  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Trolli fruit jelly gums with a special shape in a bag,  
white or transparent foil, compostable option,  
climate neutral, individually printed 

15 g

Print 4-c Euroscale 

Minimum order From 23.100 pieces 

Contents Premium quality Trolli fruit jelly gums with special 
shapes with 10 % fruit content, colourful mixture  
(green, red, orange, yellow), 15 g  
Fruit jelly gum size: max. 20 x 20 mm  
Customised shapes with exquisite fruit juice quality 
available on request 

Shelf life 12 months, compostable foil: 6 months 

Format Approx. 70 x 84 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 350 pieces  
4 cartons per shipping carton = 1.400 pcs.  
Max. 10 Shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 44 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Approx. 6-8 weeks after approval of the printing copies 
and the shape  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Trolli fruit jelly gums with a special shape in a bag, white or 
transparent foil, compostable option, climate neutral,  
individually printed 

COMPOSTABLE FOIL

ONLY 1 CENT SURCHARGE

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
https://go.pfile.de/agb-en


1.

2.

3.

4.

SPECIAL SHAPES
HOW TO GET YOUR VERY OWN JELLY GUM SHAPE

You deliver the product/motif/logo

We create a drawing for the mould

a stamp is created

the finished jelly gums in the desired shape



Content Content

JELLY GUM SINGLE TEAM JELLY BEARS
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Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 1.500 pieces  

Contents Single packed standard design Trolli fruit jelly gum in 
premium quality with 10 % fruit content, 12 g  
Customised colours/flavours available in quantities of 
50.000 or more on request  

Shelf life 12 months; compostable foil: 6 months 

Format Approx. 120 x 45 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout  

Delivery packing Cartons containing 250 pieces  
7 cartons per shipping carton = 1.750 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 90 cartons per pallet; special packing on request  

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days 
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Trolli fruit jelly gums „Danke“ in a white or transparent foil, 
compostable option, climate neutral, individually printed 

Print 4-c Euroscale 

Minimum order From 1.500 pieces  

Contents Premium quality Trolli fruit jelly gums with 10 % fruit 
content, colourful mixture, 6,5 g  
Customised colours/flavours available in quantities  
of 70.000 or more, upon request  

Shelf life 12 months; compostable foil: 6 months 

Format Approx. 70 x 45 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 250 pieces  
7 cartons per shipping carton = 1.750 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 90 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days 
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Trolli team jelly bears in a white or transparent foil,  
compostable option, climate neutral, individually printed 

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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PROMOTION CARD 
BUSINESS CARD FORMAT

PROMOTION CARD 
MIDI

Team Jelly Bears

Print 4-c Euroscale 

Minimum order From 540 pieces 

Contents Premium quality Trolli jelly bears with 10 % fruit content, 
colourful mixture, 6,5 g 

Shelf life 6 months  

Format Approx. 85 x 55 x 9 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout  

Delivery packing Cartons containing 540 piece  
2 cartons per shipping carton = 1.080 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 32 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days 
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Trolli Team jelly bears in a bag with a standard design inside of a 
fold-out promotion card made of white,  
FSC-certified cardboard with a practical tear-off perforation, 
climate neutral, individually printed  

Jelly Bears Mini Bag

Print 4-c Euroscale 

Minimum order From 700 Pieces 

Contents Trolli fruit juice jelly bears with 30 % fruit content, 
colourful mixture, 10 g 

Shelf life 6 months  

Format Approx. 80 x 95 x 10 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 350 pieces  
2 cartons per shipping carton = 700 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 32 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days 
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Trolli jelly bears in a bag with a standard design inside of a fold-
out promotion card made of white, FSC-certified cardboard with 
a practical tear-off perforation, climate neutral,  
individually printed  

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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FRUIT JUICE JELLY BEARS
MINI BAG

FRUIT JUICE
30%

10 g

Print 4-c Euroscale 

Minimum order From 1.800 pieces  

Contents Trolli fruit juice jelly bears with 30 % fruit content, 
colourful mixture, 10 g  

Shelf life 12 months; compostable foil: 6 months 

Format Approx. 70 x 84 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 450 pieces  
4 cartons per shipping carton = 1800 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 44 cartons per pallet; special packing on request  

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days 
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Trolli jelly bears in a bag, white or transparent foil,  
compostable option, climate neutral, individually printed 

15 g

Print 4-c Euroscale 

Minimum order From 1.750 pieces 

Contents Trolli fruit juice jelly bears with 30 % fruit content, 
colourful mixture, 15 g  

Shelf life 12 months; compostable foil: 6 months 

Format Approx. 70 x 84 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 350 pieces  
4 cartons per shipping carton = 1.400 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 44 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days 
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Trolli jelly bears in a bag, white or transparent foil,  
compostable option, climate neutral, individually printed 

COMPOSTABLE FOIL

ONLY 1 CENT SURCHARGE

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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Content

Fruit juice quality exquisite with 30% fruit juice content (only gummy bears)

FRUIT JUICE JELLY BEARS 
TETRAHEDRON

FRUIT JUICE
30%

15 g

Print 4-c Euroscale 

Minimum order From 1.500 pieces 

Contents Trolli fruit juice jelly bears with 30 % fruit content, 
colourful mixture, 15 g  

Shelf life 12 months 

Format Approx. 65 x 70 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 250 pieces  
4 cartons per each shipping carton = 1.000 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 40 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days 
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Trolli jelly bears in a tetrahedron, white or transparent foil, 
climate neutral, individually printed 

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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VITAMIN JELLY GUMS
TETRAHEDRON

VITAMIN JELLY GUMS 
MINI BAG

VITAMINS
10

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 1.750 pieces 

Contents Fruit juice quality Trolli fruit jelly gums with pieces of fruit 
and 10 vitamins, peach flavoured, 15 g  

Shelf life 12 months; compostable foil: 6 months 

Format Approx. 70 x 105 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 350 pieces  
4 cartons per shipping carton = 1.400 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 44 cartons per pallet; special packing on request  

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days 
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Trolli fruit jelly gums in a bag, white or transparent foil, 
compostable option, climate neutral, individually printed 

15 g

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 1.500 pieces 

Contents Fruit juice quality Trolli fruit jelly gums with pieces of fruit 
and 10 vitamins, peach flavoured, 15 g

Shelf life 12 months 

Format Approx. 65 x 70 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 250 pieces  
4 cartons per shipping carton = 1.000 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 40 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days 
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Trolli fruit jelly gums in a tetrahedron, white or transparent foil, 
climate neutral, individually printed 

15 g

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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Content

VEGAN JELLY BEARS
MINI BAG

FRUIT JUICE
14%

12 g

Print 4-c Euroscale 

Minimum order From 1.800 pieces 

Contents Trolli vegan jelly bears with 14 % fruit content, colourful 
mixture, 12 g 

Shelf life 12 months; compostable foil: 6 months 

Format Approx. 70 x 84 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 450 pieces  
4 cartons per shipping carton = 1.800 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 44 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days 
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Trolli vegan jelly bears in a bag, white or transparent foil, 
compostable option, climate neutral, individually printed  

COMPOSTABLE FOIL

ONLY 1 CENT SURCHARGE

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en


SWEETS



LEWIS CAROLL  - ALICE‘S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND

OUR SWEETS – WITH AN ALMOST IMPOSSIBLY LONG ADVERTISING EFFECT.

»It is  
impossible – 
only if you  

don‘t believe  
in it.«

What is probably the smallest sweet in the world, lollies, 
chewy sweets, filled or vegan sweets – your  
advertising options are as varied as our product range. 
For any occasion and all year round. At trade fairs, as  

promotional items or as mailings. Convincing due to their 
“Made in Germany” quality and assured of success due to 
creative ideas.
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SWEET IN WHITE WRAPPER
UNFILLED

Caramel

Fruit mix
(raspberry, lemon, peach)

Filling options vegan

LiquoriceSolvens
(eucalyptus menthol)

Filling options not vegan

Ice Crystal Raspberry LiquoricePeppermint

Lemon with Vitamin CMultivitaminPrint 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 50 kg 

Shelf life 36 months; Multivitamin: 18 months 

Format Approx. 70 x 20 x 10 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 4 bags of 6,25 kg each (= 25 kg), 
shipping carton = outer carton 
50 kg = approx. 10.500 sweets  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 20 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days 
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Sweets in white compostable foil wrapper, unfilled,  
climate neutral, individually printed 
Special flavours are available upon request 
with a minimum order quantity of 1000 kg

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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CHOCOLATE MINT SWEET IN WHITE WRAPPER 
FILLED

with tasty chocolate inside

Choco Mint Sweets in white compostable foil wrapper, filled,  
climate neutral, individually printed 

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 50 kg 

Shelf life 24 months 

Format Approx. 70 x 20 x 10 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 4 bags of 6,25 kg each (= 25 kg), 
shipping carton = outer carton 
50 kg = approx. 10.500 sweets  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 20 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days 
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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FLOWPACK SWEET HEART SWEET

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 50 kg 

Shelf life 36 months 

Format Approx. 55 x 27 x 10 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 6,25 kg  
2 cartons per shipping carton = 12,5 kg  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days 
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Fruit mixture Sweet in a white flowpack,  
climate neutral, individually printed
Special flavours are available upon request with a minimum order  
quantity of 1000 kg 

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 50 kg 

Shelf life 36 months 

Format Approx. 55 x 27 x 10 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 6,25 kg  
2 cartons per each shipping carton = 12,5 kg  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days 
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Cherry Heart-shaped sweet in transparent or white foil, climate 
neutral, individually printed 
Special flavours are available upon request with a minimum  
quantity of 1000 kg 

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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SLIM BOX MINI SLIM BOX

Filling options

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 500 pieces 

Contents Micro Sweets, 25 g  
With surcharge: Skittles chewy candies, 30g or  
M&M´s chocolate drops, 30g 

Shelf life Sweets: 36 months; Chewy candy: 12 months;  
Chocolate drops: 4 months 

Format Approx. 30 x 80 x 20 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 100 pieces  
8 cartons per shipping carton = 800 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 112 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days 
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Box with a „click-close“ made of white cardboard in 
compostable freshness seal with various filling options, climate 
neutral, individually printed 

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 480 pieces  

Contents Micro Sweets, 10 g  
With surcharge: Skittles chewy candies, 12g or  
M&M`s chocolate drops brand, 12g 

Shelf life Sweets: 36 months; Chewy candy: 12 months;  
Chocolate drops: 4 months 

Format Approx. 25 x 50 x 18 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout  

Delivery packing Cartons containing 240 pieces  
5 cartons per shipping carton = 1.200 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 80 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days 
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Box with a „click-close“ made of white cardboard in 
compostable freshness seal with various fillings options, climate 
neutral, individually printed 

M&M‘s
Chocolate drops

Skittles 
Chewy 
candies

Fruit mix
vegan

Japanese 
mint
vegan

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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SWEET JAR MINI

Filling options

Japanese
mint
vegan

Fruit mix
vegan

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 240 pieces 

Contents Micro Sweets, 30 g  

Shelf life 36 months 

Format Ø approx. 55 mm, volume approx. 50 ml  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 120 pieces  
2 cartons per shipping carton = 240 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 50 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days 
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Micro Sweets in a sweet jar with a screw lid and a label attached  
to the lid, climate neutral, individually printed  

Paper Label

Print 4-c Euroscale 

Minimum order From 240 pieces 

Contents Micro sweets, 30 g  

Shelf life 36 months 

Format Ø approx. 55 mm, volume approx. 50 ml  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 120 pieces  
2 cartons per shipping carton = 240 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 50 cartons per pallet; special packing on request  

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days 
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Micro Sweets in a sweet jar with a screw lid and a noble doming 
label attached to the lid, climate neutral, individually printed 

Doming

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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PROMOTION CARD 
BUSINESS CARD FORMAT

PROMOTION CARD 
MIDI

With tear-off perforation

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 540 pieces 

Contents Mentos chewy candy single in the flavours mint, 2,6 g 

Shelf life 12 months 

Format Approx. 85 x 55 x 9 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 540 pieces  
2 cartons per shipping carton = 1.080 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 32 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days 
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 450 pieces 

Contents Fruity chewy candy in the flavours strawberry, apple, 
apple sour or cherry sour, 7,5 g (only unmixed)

Shelf life 12 months 

Format Approx. 80 x 95 x 10 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 450 pieces  
2 cartons per shipping carton = 900 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 32 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days 
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Mentos chewy candy single insinde a fold-out promotion card 
made of white, FSC-certified cardboard with practical tear-off 
perforation, climate neutral, individually printed 

Mentos chewy candy

Apple

Strawberry

Apple sour

Cherry sour

Filling options

Fruity chewy candy inside a fold-out promotion card made 
of white, FSC-certified cardboard with practical tear-off 
perforation, climate neutral, individually printed 

NEW

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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ADVERTISING MEDIUM MENTOS MINI
COMPOSTABLE

FOIL

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 500 pieces 

Contents Mentos Mini chewy candy in the flavours mint or fruit mix 
(green apple, orange, lemon, strawberry - mixed), 10,5 g 

Shelf life 6 months 

Format Approx. 118 x 64 x 18 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 250 pieces  
4 cartons per shipping carton = 1.000 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 40 cartons per pallet; special packing on request  

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days 
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Mentos Mini chewy candy in a transparent compostable foil 
and an inserted promotional card made of white, FSC-certified 
cardboard, climate neutral, individually printed 

Filling options

Mint

Fruit Mix

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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SKITTLES FRUITS 
MINI BAG

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 1.800 pieces 

Contents Skittles fruit chewy candy, colourful mixture, 10 g 

Shelf life 12 months, compostable foil: 9 months 

Format Approx. 70 x 84 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 450 pieces  
4 cartons per each shipping carton = 1.800 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 44 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days 
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Skittles Fruits in a bag, white or transparent foil,  
compostable option, climate neutral, individually printed 

Content

COMPOSTABLE FOIL

ONLY 1 CENT SURCHARGE

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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Sample design

JELLY BEANS 
MINI BAG

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 1.800 pieces 

Contents Jelly Beans by American Style, mixed colours, 10 g 

Shelf life 12 months; compostable foil: 6 months  

Format Approx. 70 x 84 mm 
Request for advertising space dimensions as 
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 450 pieces  
4 cartons per shipping carton = 1.800 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 44 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days 
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

American Style jelly beans in a bag, white or transparent foil, 
compostable option, climate neutral, individually printed 

COMPOSTABLE FOIL

ONLY 1 CENT SURCHARGE

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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Apple Orange Strawberry Cherry

Content

LOLLY BOX

Print 4-c Euroscale 

Minimum order From 960 pieces 

Contents Ball-shaped Chupa Chups lolly, 12 g  
Varieties are always mixed 

Shelf life 18 months 

Format Approx. 27 x 31 x 27 mm, total length approx. 95 mm 
Request for advertising space dimensions 
as imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 240 pieces  
4 cartons per shipping carton = 960 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 36 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days 
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Chupa Chup ball-shaped lolly in a white cardboard  
promotional box, climate neutral, individually printed 

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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CANDY BAG

Honeybee
sweets

Herb mixture 
sweets

Fruit mix
sweets

on  
demand

also possible: unwrapped sweets  
in a stand-up pouch

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 280 pieces 

Contents 9 handmade hard candies with included motifs: 
shamrock, heart or thank you, 40 g 
Candy Bag only unmixed possible.

Shelf life 6 months  

Format Approx. 60 x 40 x 115 mm 
Request for advertising space dimensions  
as imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 56 pieces  
10 cartons per shipping carton = 560 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 100 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days 
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

On request also with  
individual motifs

Sweets with included motifs, individually wrapped in a clear bag 
with promotional tab made of white cardboard, climate neutral, 
individually printed

Filling options

HeartShamrock Thank you

Motif sweets

Hand- 
made

NEW

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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SWEET BOX FRESH

Mint
sweets

Caramel
sweets

Fruit Mix
sweets

Bottom part of the tin 
with freshness seal

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 324 pieces 

Contents Nostalgia sweets in the flavours caramel, mint or fruit 
mix (raspberry, lemon, orange), 135 g

Shelf life 12 months

Format Height approx. 35 mm, Ø approx. 100 mm 
Request for advertising space dimensions  
as imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 36 pieces  
3 cartons per shipping carton = 108 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 55 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days 
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Sweets in round tin, with seal, white metal, slip lid, climate 
neutral, individually printed  
tinplate 98% recyclable 

Filling options

NEW

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en


Modern technology
Experience & lot  
of know-how.
Excellent quality is the result of our many years of experience in printing, innovative packaging development and packaging 
of products in paper, film or can packaging. In order to find the best possible solution for your products, we have an extensive 
machinery and state-of-the-art technologies at our own digital printing and packaging center. We print paper, foils and metal, 
punch, glue, further process packaging and much more - all automated. But this is not the end of the story. Where there is no 
sensible, automated solution present, we are there with many hardworking hands, because service is our passion.
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Digital printing in 
highest brilliance.
Transparent or white foil after all?
That‘s your decision, and we‘ll be happy to help you. 
No matter - the print result will be a real highlight 
in any case.

Noble tins.
Individually printed.
Your product is packed noble and always in the best way in a tin, made 
of 100 % recyclable tinplate. Individually printed, it provides the beauty 
and guaranteed durability.

Biodegradable.
Sustainability plays a essential role in our packaging. 
From materials made from rapidly renewable raw 
materials to climate-neutral production, it gets really 
clever when the packaging can be reused for a long 
time after its original use.

Sustainably packaged.  
Very trendy.
Properties such as biodegradable, no plastic and 100 % recycable give our 
trendsetters their inner values. Available from us as a standard, waiting to  
be filled attractively by your products.
Whether food, cosmetics or metal goods, we look forward to giving your 
product a trendy cover as well.



Drinks



OUR CHOICE OF BEVERAGES FOR HAPPY FEELINGS WITH EVERY SIP. 

Refresh your target group with our selection of drinks as an 
advertising medium. For example, with a refreshing drink that 
is not only invigorating, but also brings the necessary  
power into every marketing campaign.  

Combine this power with your brand logo and a strong  
advertising message. This way, the promotional product will 
become an effective energy kick for your success.

» Luck, 
Luck,  
Luck,  
Luck,  
luck.«
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Filling options

INSTICK
Green apple

INSTICK
Ice tea-peach

PROMOTION CARD MIDI 
INSTICK

Instant drink to be mixed with 0,5-1 l water, in a fold-out 
promotion card made of white, FSC-certified cardboard with 
practical tear-off perforation, climate-neutral,  
individually printed

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 450 pieces  

Contents Instant drink, optionally with green apple flavour or with 
black tea extract and peach taste (iced tea), sugar-free 
with sweeteners, flavored

Shelf life 6 months

Format Approx. 95 x 80 x 10 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout

Delivery packing Cartons containing 450 pieces 
2 cartons per shipping carton = 900 pcs. 
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 32 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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INSTICK
Ice tea-peach

DEPOSIT-FREE

LANDPARK MINERAL WATER

on request in other flavours from  
8,000 pieces

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 240 pieces  

Contents Natural, low-sodium organic, non-carbonated mineral 
water of the Landpark brand 0,5 l 

Shelf life 12 months

Format Approx. 60 x 160 x 50 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout

Delivery packing Cartons containing 12 pieces 
3 cartons per shipping carton = 36 pcs. 
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 63 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Landpark organic mineral water in a deposit-free, recyclable 
tetrapack in promotional packaging made of white,  
FSC-certified cardboard, climate neutral, individually printed  
With reclosable lid made of 40 % sugar cane

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en


Filling options

Energy
Ginger-Elderflower

Green Tea

Relaxation
Hop-Balm

Classic
Finely-Aromatic

PROMOTION CARD 
MIDI

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 450 pieces 

Contents Meßmer tea bag in the varieties Classic, Green Tea, 
Energy, Relaxation (only unmixed) 

Shelf life 12 months 

Format Approx. 80 x 95 x 10 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 450 pieces  
2 cartons per shipping carton = 900 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 32 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Meßmer tea bag inside of a fold-out promotion card made 
of white, FSC-certified cardboard with a practical tear-off 
perforation, climate neutral, individually printed  

Meßmer Tea

86

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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PREMIUM TEA

PROMOTIONAL ROMOTIONAL GIFTIFT
AWARDWARD 20122012

How to use

Print 4-c Euroscale 

Minimum order From 3.000 pieces 

Contents One tea bag in nylon bag (only unmixed) Feel Relaxed - 
herbal tea, Passion - green tea, English Breakfast - black 
tea, Fruit Tea - raspberry flavoured 

Shelf life 18 months 

Format Approx. 75 x 133 x 5 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout  

Delivery packing Cartons containing 500 pieces  
4 cartons per shipping carton = 2.000 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 50 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Premium tea with attractive teacup rider, climate neutral, 
individually printed in a transparent four-sided sealed bag 

Filling options

Herbal tea Black teaGreen tea Fruit tea

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en


chocolate



PAUL GAUGUIN

OUR CHOCOLATE FOR  
SENSUAL MOMENTS OF PLEASURE.

»To see,  
you must close  
your eyes and  

enjoy.«

A chocolate gift conveys positive feelings immediately and  
activates the reward centre in the brain at full power.  
The best way to attract and retain customers. Use our wide  
variety of products, packaging and promotional items for this.  

Brand-quality mini chocolate bars, bars and fine pralines from 
controlled cultivation are guaranteed to suit the taste of your 
target group.
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Filling options

Alpine Milk Almond

Riegelein 
Chocolate heart

Cornflakes

PROMOTION CARD
BUSINESS CARD FORMAT

Ritter SPORT Chocolate Bites or Riegelein chocolate heart 
inside of a fold-out promotion card made of white, FSC-certified 
cardboard with a practical tear-off perforation, climate neutral,  
individually printed 

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 630 pieces 

Contents Ritter SPORT Chocolate Bites (only unmixed), 5 g or 
Confiserie Riegelein chocolate heart made of milk 
chocolate, 5 g 
Heart with Fairtrade certified cocoa. Fairtrade cocoa with 
quantity compensation. Info.fairtrade.net/sourcing 

Shelf life Ritter SPORT: 6 months; Riegelein: 9 months

Format Approx. 85 x 55 x 9 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout  

Delivery packing Cartons containing 630 pieces  
2 cartons per shipping carton = 1.260 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 32 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Ritter SPORT/Riegelein Chocolate Heart

https://fairtrade.net/sourcing
https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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PROMOTION CARD
MIDI

Nougat Fine Milk 
Chocolate

Marzipan Hazelnut

Lindt HELLO Mini Stick chocolate inside of a fold-out promotion 
card made of white, FSC-certified cardboard with a practical 
tear-off perforation, climate neutral, individually printed  

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 500 pieces 

Contents Lindt HELLO Mini Stick made of milk chocolate with 
various fillings, mixed, 10 g

Shelf life 9 months 

Format Approx. 80 x 95 x 14 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout  

Delivery packing Cartons containing 250 pieces  
2 cartons per shipping carton = 500 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 32 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Lindt Hello Mini Stick

Ritter SPORT Mini chocolate inside of a fold-out promotion card 
made of white, FSC-certified cardboard with a practical tear-off 
perforation, climate neutral, individually printed  

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 600 pieces 

Contents Ritter SPORT Mini chocolate bars (only unmixed), 16,5 g 

Shelf life 6 months 

Format Approx. 80 x 95 x 10 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout  

Delivery packing Cartons containing 300 pieces  
2 cartons per shipping carton = 600 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 32 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Ritter SPORT Mini

Caramel
Brownie

Crunchy
Nugat

Strawberry
Cheesecake

Cookies and
Cream

Content (mixed)
Filling options

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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Filling options

Nougat Yogurt Hazelnut

Marzipan Fine Milk Chocolate

RITTER SPORT MINI

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 500 pieces  

Contents Ritter SPORT Mini, mixed or unmixed according to 
customer requirements (cartons each unmixed), 16,5 g 
Minimum per flavour: 250 pieces 

Shelf life 6 months 

Format Approx. 57 x 50 x 10 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout

Delivery packing Cartons containing 250 pieces  
5 cartons per shipping carton = 1.250 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 54 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Ritter SPORT Mini chocolate bar with paper banderole, climate 
neutral, individually printed 

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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Filling options

Nougat Alpine Milk Marzipan Yogurt

RITTER SPORT 100 g

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 200 pieces 

Contents Ritter SPORT chocolate (only unmixed), 100 g  
Further flavours available on request for orders of  
1.000 pieces and more 

Shelf life 6 months 

Format Approx. 115 x 90 x 13 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout  

Delivery packing Cartons containing 100 pieces  
2 cartons per shipping carton = 200 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 24 cartons per pallet; special packing on request  

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Ritter SPORT chocolate 100 g with FSC-certified cardboard 
slipcase, climate neutral, individually printed 

Paper Bandarole

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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Ritter SPORT 100 g

Ritter SPORT Mini

Filling options

PREMIUM BOX

Manner Original

Print 4-c Euroscale 

Minimum order From 132 pieces  

Contents 1 Manner Original crispy wafers filled with hazelnut 
cream, 75 g; 4 Ritter SPORT mini chocolate bars, 16,5 g 
each or one 100 g bar from the brand Ritter SPORT 
Additional varieties available upon request with a 
minimum order quantity of 1.000 pieces (100 g bars) 

Shelf life Ritter SPORT: 6 months, Manner: 5 months

Format Approx. 100 x 110 x 19 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 33 pieces  
4 cartons per shipping carton = 132 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 70 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Ritter SPORT chocolate/Manner Original in a metal hinged box, 
blank, climate neutral individually printed 
Tinplate 98 % recyclable NEW

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en


Filling options

Choco Crisp à la Mousse 
au Chocolat

Whole Hazelnut 
in Praline Creme

Double Caramel

GIFT BOX

95

Raspberry 
flavour

Orange  
flavour

Lemon 
flavour

Cacao & Orange Cashew Crush Cherry Tart

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 216 pieces 

Contents 9 Ritter SPORT chocolate cubes, mixed, 72 g; 38 dextrose 
candies of the brand Sadex, 98 g or with surcharge 9 
Zebra Bar Minis of the brand Zonama, 85g 
Only mixed possible

Shelf life Ritter SPORT: 6 months; Zonama: 5 months;  
Sadex: 6 months

Format Approx. 80 x 80 x 80 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 72 pieces  
Carton is shipping carton = 72 pcs.  
shipping carton = outer carton 
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 20 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

FSC-certified gift box with a transparent lid and a separate 
promotional insert, climate neutral, individually printed 
Turns into a stylish bowl to show the contents within when opened 

NEW

NEW

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en


Content

Alpine Milk Cornflakes Almond

STAND-UP BOX
RITTER SPORT
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Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 300 pieces 

Contents Six Ritter SPORT Chocolate Bites, mixed, 30 g 

Shelf life 6 months 

Format Approx. 50 x 80 x 38 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 100 pieces  
5 cartons per covering box =500 pcs.  
Max. 10 covering boxes per DPD parcel service  
Max. 64 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Ritter SPORT Chocolate Bites in a white cardboard promotional 
packaging, climate neutral, individually printed 

Ritter SPORT Chocolate Bites

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en


LINDT MINI PRALINÉS
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Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 90 pieces 

Contents Nine Lindt mini pralinés, 44 g 

Shelf life 6 months 

Format Approx. 100 x 100 x 25 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 90 pieces  
4 cartons with 90 pieces per shipping carton = 360 pcs. 
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 37 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Lindt Mini Pralinés in a praline box, climate neutral, with a 
transparent lid and individually printed promotional inserts 

Content

Coeur à 
l‘orange

Macchiato 
star

Caramel
Amande

Whole 
milk with 
brittle

Marc de  
Champagne 
truffle

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en


The delicious Swiss chocolate from Share will not only bring a smile to the faces of those with a 
sweet tooth: The palm oil-free chocolate of the fairtrade praline variety also helps those in need from 
poorer regions. Because the Share 1+1 principle means that with every chocolate bar sold, a meal is 

donated to someone in need, making your everyday life twice as sweet.

Doing good  
together

Made in  
Switzerland

Palm oil free

Tracking code  
for your donation

Fair trade  
cocoa

Purchase for  
a good deed

» Give advertising 
donate a meal «

» Share your 
promotion «

98



SHARE CHOCOLATE

FAIR 
TRADE  

PALM OIL 
FREE

donate one m

eal

Ev

ery chocolate

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 200 pieces 

Contents Swiss milk chocolate praliné from share brand without 
palm oil, fair trade, 100 g  
Fundraising campaign: 1 meal per chocolate  

Shelf life 6 months 

Format Approx.160 x 80 x 10 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 20 pieces  
8 cartons per shipping carton = 160 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 154 cartons per pallet; special packing on request  

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Share Swiss chocolate with FSC-certified cardboard slipcase, 
climate neutral, individually printed  

99
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With every change of type in chocolate production, the machines are flushed with  
high-quality chocolate and thus cleaned. Hundreds of kilos of this actually high-quality  

chocolate are lost in the process! Rettergut has made it its business to save such food and 
produces a delicious mixed chocolate from these masses, which is produced  

climate neutral and packed sustainably.

Once a saviour  
always a saviour

» Can you  
still be  
saved? «

» We save  
the day «

climate neutral
production

promotes  
sustainable  

projects

packed in 
compostable foil

FSC certified paper

made from 100 % 
saved chocolate

» Saviour 
in 

distress «

100



RETTERGUT CHOCOLATE

Sample design

Print 4-c Euroscale 

Minimum order From 200 pieces 

Contents Mixed Chocolate from Rettergut, 80 g

Shelf life 6 months 

Format Approx. 160 x 80 x 10 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 20 pieces  
8 cartons per shipping carton = 160 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 154 cartons per pallet; Special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Rettergut chocolate made of 100 % rescued chocolate in 
compostable foil with FSC-certified cardboard slipcase,  
climate neutral, individually printed 

101
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TOBLERONE BAR

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 480 pieces 

Contents Toblerone chocolate bar in the classic milk chocolate with 
honey and almond nougat variety, 35 g 

Shelf life 3 months 

Format Approx. 142 x 30 x 30 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 120 pieces  
4 cartons per shipping carton = 480 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 54 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Toblerone bar in a white, FSC-certified cardboard promotional 
slipcase, climate neutral, individually printed 

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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Toblerone

Filling options

ADVERTISING MEDIUM

Chocolate Crisp à la Mousse au 
Chocolat

Whole Hazelnut 
in Praline Creme

Double Caramel

COMPOSTABLE

FOIL

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 500 pieces 

Contents One Ritter SPORT chocolate cube, mixed 8 g or one 
Toblerone Milk Tiny chocolate bar made of Swiss 
chocolate, 8 g 

Shelf life Ritter SPORT: 6 months; Toblerone: 3 months 

Format Approx. 118 x 64 x 18 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 250 pieces  
4 cartons per shipping carton = 1.000 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 40 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Ritter SPORT chocolate cube / Toblerone mini chocolate bar in a 
transparent compostable foil and an inserted promotional card 
made of white, FSC-certified cardboard,  
climate neutral, individually printed 

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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NEAPOLITAN SQUARE CHOCOLATE BAR

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 3.000 pieces 

Contents Alpine whole milk chocolate or bittersweet chocolate 
from Confiserie Heidel, 3 g 

Shelf life 12 months 

Format Approx. 33 x 19 x 6 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 1.000 pieces  
6 cartons per shipping cartons = 6.000 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 96 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Confiserie Heidel Neapolitan chocolate with paper banderole, 
climate neutral, individually printed 
Chocolate wrapping material: Aluminium-paper composite 

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 3.000 pieces 

Contents Alpine whole milk chocolate from Confiserie Heidel, 5 g 

Shelf life 12 months 

Format Approx. 35 x 35 x 7 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 1.000 pieces  
4 cartons per shipping carton = 4.000 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 54 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Confiserie Heidel square mini chocolate bar with paper 
banderole, climate neutral, individually printed 
Chocolate wrapping material: Aluminium-paper composite 

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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Sample design
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DESIGN CHOCOLATE

COMPOSTABLE

FOIL
WITH
CHOCOLATE

FAIRTRADE
INGREDIENTS

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 3.000 pieces 

Contents Alpine whole milk chocolate of German brand chocolate, 
10 g  

Shelf life 12 months 

Format Approx. 56 x 36 x 6 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout  

Delivery packing Cartons containing 500 pieces  
4 cartons per shipping carton = 2.000 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 64 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Design chocolate with Fairtrade ingredients in a transparent, 
compostable foil with a white paper banderole, climate neutral, 
individually printed 

Deutsche
Markenschokolade

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en


Cookie



OUR BAKING IDEAS WITH  
CRUNCH GUARANTEE

»Caution:  
the next few  
pages will  

drive you crazy – 
for pastries.«

Delicious crispy pastries as snacks are always  
well-received by your target groups. Vegan waffles, fortune  
cookies or chocolate biscuits are available for selection with 
brand power, a variety of packaging and a lot of 

creative scope for your advertising. You can secure extra  
attention with the promotion card or the mini-cake in the  
original congratulatory box.
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PICK UP CHOCO

Print 4-c Euroscale 

Minimum order From 600 pieces 

Contents LEIBNIZ Pick Up Choco with milk chocolate bars in a 
cookie sandwich, 28 g 

Shelf life 5 months 

Format Approx. 120 x 40 x 13 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 100 pieces  
7 cartons per shipping carton = 700 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 100 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

LEIBNIZ Pick Up Choco in a white, FSC-certified cardboard 
promotional case, climate neutral, individually printed 

PROMOTION CARD 
MIDI

Print 4-c Euroscale 

Minimum order From 500 pieces 

Contents LEIBNIZ Pick Up Mini Choco with milk chocolate bar in  
a cookie sandwich, 10 g 

Shelf life 5 months 

Format Approx. 80 x 95 x 14 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 250 pieces  
2 cartons per shipping carton = 500 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 32 cartons per pallet; Special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

LEIBNIZ Pick Up Mini Choco inside of a fold-out promotion card 
made of white, FSC-certified cardboard with a practical tear-off 
perforation, climate neutral, individually printed 

Pick Up Mini Choco

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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How to use

rip out

fold

put in

MINI CAKE

Print 4-c Euroscale 

Minimum order From 528 pieces 

Contents Bahlsen butter sponge cake, 27,5 g  

Shelf life 3 months 

Format Approx. 60 x 80 x 30 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 66 pieces  
8 cartons per shipping carton = 528 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 100 cartons per pallet; Special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Bahlsen mini cake in a white cardboard congratulatory box  
with a symbolic candle to rip out and stuck on the top, climate 
neutral, individually printed 

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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FORTUNE COOKIE MANNER DOUBLE PACK

Print 4-c Euroscale 

Minimum order From 3.000 pieces 

Contents Fortune cookie made of flour with a promotional 
message inside (white slip of paper 1-colour, printed 
individually), 6 g  
Slip of paper can be printed on both sides on request 

Shelf life 6 months 

Format Approx. 97 x 66 x 35 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 200 pieces  
4 cartons per shipping carton = 800 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 48 cartons per pallet; Special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Fortune cookie in a transparent or white foil, climate neutral, 
individually printed 

Print 4-c Euroscale 

Minimum order From 1.000 pieces 

Contents Two crispy Manner wafers filled with hazelnut cream,  
15 g 

Shelf life 5 months 

Format Approx. 95 x 50 x 15 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 200 pieces  
5 cartons per shipping carton = 1.000 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 56 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Manner double Neapolitans in a white cardboard promotional 
case, climate neutral, individually printed 

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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NEW

MANNER ORIGINAL

Print 4-c Euroscale 

Minimum order From 300 pieces 

Contents Crispy wafers filled with hazelnut cream, 75 g 

Shelf life 5 months 

Format Approx. 100 x 85 x 15 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 100 pieces  
3 cartons per shipping carton = 300 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 40 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Manner Neapolitans in a FSC-certified paper banderole, climate 
neutral, individually printed 

Also available in a representative  
box with a hinged lid.  

details on p. 94

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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Summery  
biscuit selection
without chocolate

BISCUIT SELECTION

Print 4-c Euroscale 

Minimum order From 100 pieces 

Contents Bahlsen brand „Caroline Collection“ biscuit mix, 161 g

Shelf life 1 months 

Format Approx. 235 x 209,5 x 25 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 20 pieces  
2 cartons per shipping carton = 40 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 35 cartons per pallet; Special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Biscuit Selection in promotional packaging made of white,  
FSC-certified cardboard and with tear-open perforation,  
climate-neutral, individually printed 

NEW

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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from naturally renewable raw materials  
balanced grain mix
patented production process
vegetarian
Dimensionally stable  
(also at 100° approx. 15 min)

COOKIE SPOON

Print 4-c Euroscale 

Minimum order From 1.500 pieces 

Contents  Cookie spoon of natural mix of grains, 5,5 g.

Shelf life 6 months 

Format Approx. 120 x 45 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 250 pieces  
7 cartons per shipping carton = 1.750 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 90 cartons per pallet; Special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Cookie spoon packed in white or transparent foil,  
climate neutral, individually printed

NEW

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en


Snacks



OUR SNACKS FOR THOSE  
WHO LOVE TO SAVOUR.

»Sometimes  
you already think  
of six delicious 
things before  
breakfast.«

Savoury nibbles are really trendy. Stand out from the  
competition and surprise your target groups with this savoury 
alternative  to sweet promotional gifts. We provide a wide 
range of branded products such as pretzels, crackers,  

nuts and trail mix. This also enables you to enhance your 
advertising stimuli, as people generally nibble on snacks in a 
social gathering.

FREELY QUOTED FROM LEWIS CARROLL, FROM: ALICE‘S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND
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SNACK 
MIDI BAG

Print 4-c Euroscale 

Minimum order From 3.000 pieces 

Contents Huober mini salt pretzels, 9 g or snack mix, 10 g  

Shelf life 6 months; compostable foil: 5 months 

Format Approx. 110 x 105 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 150 pieces  
4 cartons per shipping carton = 600 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 42 cartons per pallet; Special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Huober salt pretzels oder snack mix in a white foil midi bag, 
compostable option, climate neutral, individually printed 

Filling options

Snack mix 
vegan

Mini salt 
pretzels

COMPOSTABLE FOIL

ONLY 1 CENT SURCHARGE

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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PIZZA SNACK  
MIDI BAG

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 3.000 pieces 

Contents Italian pastries with just a few ingredients like flour,  
olive oil, salt and herbs without preservatives, 20 g  

Shelf life 5 months; compostable foil: 4 months  

Format Approx. 110 x 105 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 150 pieces  
4 cartons per shipping carton = 600 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 42 cartons per pallet; Special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Pizza Snack in a white or transparent foil midi bag,  
compostable option, climate neutral, individually printed 

COMPOSTABLE FOIL

ONLY 1 CENT SURCHARGE

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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BREAD CRISPS 
MIDI BAG

QUALITY
WHOLE GRAIN

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 3.000 pieces 

Contents Whole wheat bread crisps, 9 g  

Shelf life 4 months; compostable foil: 3 months  

Format Approx. 110 x 100 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 150 pieces  
4 cartons per shipping carton = 600 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 40 cartons per pallet; Special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Bread crisps in a white or transparent foil midi bag,  
compostable option, climate neutral, individually printed 

COMPOSTABLE FOIL

ONLY 1 CENT SURCHARGE

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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SNACK TIN

Sweet roasted 
almonds and peanuts

Pretzl balls  
honey mustard

Spicy peanuts

Filling options

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 320 pieces  

Contents 

Shelf life 

Format 

Roasted and salted peanuts, 60 g; peanuts with honey 
and salt, 50 g; sweet roasted almonds and peanuts, 50 g; 
pretzl balls with honey and mustard, 25 g^ 
spicy peanuts, 60 g   
With surcharge: salted cashew peanut mix, 50 g or

12 months 

Height approx. 66 mm, Ø approx. 54 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 80 pieces  
2 cartons per shipping carton = 160 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 48 cartons per pallet; special packing on request  

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Tinplate can with various filling options with label all around, 
climate neutral, individually printed 
Freshness seal with a tear-open lid  
Tinplate 98 % recyclable 

Peanuts with 
honey and salt

Roasted and 
salted peanuts

Salted cashew 
peanuts mix

NEW NEW

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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SNACK TETRAHEDRON

Print 4-c Euroscale 

Minimum order From 3.000 pieces 

Contents peanuts, roasted and salted, aroma stays by being 
packed in a sealed environment, 15 g 

Shelf life 4 months 

Format Approx. 65 x 70 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 250 pieces  
4 cartons per shipping carton = 1.000 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 40 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Peanuts in a white tetrahedron aroma-protection foil,  
climate neutral, individually printed 
Transparent foil not available 

Ültje Peanuts

Print 4-c Euroscale 

Minimum order From 3.000 pieces 

Contents Pittjes trail mix (peanuts, raisins, cashew nuts, hazelnuts), 
aroma stays by being packed in a sealed environment,  
15 g 

Shelf life 4 months 

Format Approx. 65 x 70 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 250 pieces  
4 cartons per shipping carton = 1.000 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 40 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Pittjes trail mix in a white tetrahedron aroma-protection foil,  
climate neutral, individually printed 
Transparent foil not available 

Pittjes trail mix

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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Print 4-c Euroscale 

Minimum order From 3.000 pieces 

Contents Roland brand Pretzl Balls aroma-packed in a protective 
atmosphere, 8 g 

Shelf life 4 months 

Format Approx. 65 x 70 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 250 pieces  
4 cartons per shipping carton = 1.000 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 40 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Pretzl Balls in a tetrahedron made of white aroma-protection 
foil, climate neutral, individually printed
No transparent foil possible 

Roland Pretzl Balls

M&M‘s Peanuts in a white tetrahedron aroma-protection foil, 
climate neutral, individually printed 
Transparent foil not available 

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 3.000 pieces  

Contents M&M´s Peanuts, colourful mixture, 15 g 

Shelf life 4 months 

Format Approx. 65 x 70 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 250 pieces  
4 cartons per shipping carton = 1.000 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 40 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

M&M‘s Peanuts

BACK 
AGAIN

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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» Everything has an  
end, only the sausage  

has two «

Bite with effect.

42 % more protein and  
50 % less fat

100 g sport sausage  
is made from 177 g pork

The Grillido sport sausage provides a crunchy high-energy snack for in between meals.  
100 g of the unique mini salami is made from 177 g pork and only natural ingredients.  
With 42% more protein and 50% less fat, the „Sausage Revolution“ brings new power  

to your everyday life.

» Anything  
but sausage «

natural ingredients

» More  
sausage? «

» Let‘s get down 
to business «
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SPORT SAUSAGE ORIGINAL

Print 4-c Euroscale 

Minimum order From 600 pieces 

Contents Mini salami from Grillido with 42 % more protein, 25 g 

Shelf life 2 months 

Format Approx. 173 x 50 x 16 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 200 pieces  
4 cartons per shipping carton = 800 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 48 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Grillido Sport Sausage in a white, FSC-certified cardboard 
promotional case, individually printed 

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en


energy & 
Vitamins



OUR ENERGY & VITAMIN PRODUCTS  
WITH MAXIMUM ADVERTISING POWER.

» Completely  
crazy. But that‘s 

what makes  
the best ideas! «

Crunchy energy bars and muesli, fruity apple cubes or precious 
vitamins in a sweet form: these allow you to give your customers 
an energy boost and advertising message at the same time.  
Use these extraordinary promotional products as an energy 

boost for your business. You will make a special impression 
with the sustainable muesli cup made from biodegradable and 
renewable resources.
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Your extra portion 

of vitamin C!

DEXTROSE SUGAR

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 5.000 pieces 

Contents Dextrose sugar (square-shaped) with vitamin C 
(pharmacy quality), 5 g 

Shelf life 18 months 

Format Approx. 55 x 35 x 6 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 1.000 pieces  
4 cartons per shipping carton = 4.000 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 68 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Dextrose sugar in a white foil, climate neutral,  
individually printed 

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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Sample design

ENERGY CARD

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 2.500 pieces 

Contents Dextrose sugar with vitamin C (pharmacy quality), 
rectangle with breaking notch, 3 g 

Shelf life 18 months 

Format Approx. 65 x 54 x 8 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 100 pieces  
27 cartons per shipping carton = 2.700 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 260 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Dextrose sugar in a white cardboard card punched and 
transportable stay-fresh blister, climate neutral,  
individually printed 

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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Design sample

APPLE CUBES 
MINI BAG

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 1.800 pieces 

Contents Dried apple pieces with peel, 5 g 

Shelf life 9 months  

Format Approx. 70 x 84 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 450 pieces  
4 cartons per shipping carton = 1.800 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 44 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days 
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Dried apple pieces in a white or transparente foil mini bag, 
climate neutral, individually printed 

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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Filling options

Guava & Strawberry Mango & Passionfruit

PROMOTION CARD LONG
ZEBRA ICE

Fruit mashed for 
self-freezing

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 288 pieces 

Contents Zebra ice cream with real fruits of the brand Zonama to 
freeze yourself in the varieties mango & passionfruit or 
guava & strawberry, 50 g

Shelf life 2 months  

Format Approx. 100 x 170 x 10 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 48 pieces  
3 cartons per shipping carton = 144 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 50 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days 
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Fold-out promotional card Long with Zebra Ice made of white, 
FSC-certified cardboard and with practical tear-off perforation, 
climate neutral, individually printed

NEW

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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MUESLI CUP

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 576 pieces 

Contents Chocolate oat-muesli of the brand Kölln, 45 g 
(can be prepared with milk in a mug)

Shelf life 4 months 

Format Height approx. 65 mm, Ø approx. 92 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 96 pieces  
Carton is shipping carton = 96 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 20 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Muesli in a cup made of quickly regenerating renewable 
materials, climate neutral, individually printed

BIO-

degradable

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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Cacao & Orange Cashew Crush Cherry Tart

Content

PROMOTION CARD MIDI
ZEBRA BAR MINI

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 500 pieces 

Contents Zebra Bar Mini bar of fruits and nuts of the brand Zonama 
in the varieties Cherry Tart, Cacao + Orange and Cashew 
Crush, mixed, 9,5 g

Shelf life 5 months 

Format Approx. 80 x 95 x 14 mm 
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 250 pieces  
2 cartons per shipping carton = 500 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 32 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Zebra Bar Mini, in a fold-out promotion card made of white 
cardboard with practical tear-off perforation, climate-neutral, 
individually printed

NEW

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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Chocolate, 25 g

Free, 20 g
(chocolate, reduced calorie)

Filling options

CORNY CEREAL BAR

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 600 pieces 

Contents Corny cereal bar (only unmixed), 25 g or 20 g  

Shelf life 6 months 

Format Approx. 140 x 40 x 16 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 200 pieces  
4 cartons per shipping carton = 800 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 48 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Corny cereal bar in a white cardboard promotional case,  
climate neutral, individually printed 

Nut, 25 g

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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CEREAL BAR

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 1.000 pieces 

Contents Cereal bar with premium corn, apple pieces and raisins, 
25 g 

Shelf life 6 months 

Format Approx. 135 x 40 x 15 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 200 pieces  
4 cartons per shipping carton = 800 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 48 cartons per pallet; Special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Multigrain apple cereal bar in a white foil, climate neutral, 
individually printed 

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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POWERBAR 
NATURAL ENERGY BAR

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 270 pieces 

Contents PowerBar cereal bar made from natural ingredients  
with cacao crunch flavour, 40 g 

Shelf life 5 months 

Format Approx.32 x 150 x 19 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 90 pieces  
6 cartons per shipping carton = 540 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 80 cartons per pallet; special packing on request  

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

PowerBar cereal bar in a white cardboard promotional case, 
climate neutral, individually printed  

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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Filling options

Chocolate Brownie

Vanilla Flavour

POWERBAR 
PROTEIN PLUS BAR

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 324 pieces 

Contents ProteinBar protein bar with low sugar  
(only unmixed), 35 g  

Shelf life 5 months 

Format Approx.34 x 135 x 15 mm 
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 108 pieces  
6 cartons per shipping carton = 648 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 80 cartons per pallet; special packing on request  

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

PowerBar protein bar in a white cardboard promotional case, 
climate neutral, individually printed  

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en


EASTER



OUR EASTER SURPRISES  
WITH TASTE GUARANTEE.

»Don‘t search.
Find taste!«

Next Easter is approaching: it will be here on April 17th 2022. 
Sweet bunnies and colourful Easter eggs will experience  
a boom again – and so will your advertising success if you  
surprise your target groups with original ideas and nice  

treats from top brands. And the best thing is that you will not 
have to make a tedious search, as you can simply find  
everything that you need here.
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PROMOTION CARD
BUSINESS CARD FORMAT

Print 4-c Euroscale 

Minimum order From 540 pieces 

Contents Confiserie Riegelein massive chocolate bunny made of 
milk chocolate, 5 g  
Easter bunny with Fairtrade certified cocoa.  
Fairtrade cocoa with quantity compensation.  
Info.fairtrade.net/sourcing 
Seasonal article - while stocks last! 

Shelf life Until at least 30.06.2022 

Format Approx. 55 x 85 x 9 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 540 pieces  
2 cartons per shipping carton = 1.080 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 32 cartons per pallet; Special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Riegelein chocolate Easter bunny inside of a fold-out promotion 
card made of white, FSC-certified cardboard with a practical  
tear-off perforation, climate neutral, individually printed 

Riegelein Chocolate Easter Bunny

https://fairtrade.net/sourcing
https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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WASTE

STOP
FOOD

made from 100    rescued chocolate 

packed in compostable foil

promotes sustainable projects

NEW

Ciao waste of resourcesCiao waste of resources

HELLO mixed chocolate!HELLO mixed chocolate!Print 4-c Euroscale 

Minimum order From 128 pieces 

Contents Mixed Chocolate bunny from the brand Rettergut, 50 g 
Seasonal article - while stocks last! 

Shelf life Until at least 30.06.2022 

Format Approx. 55 x 145 x 9 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 32 pieces  
5 cartons per shipping carton = 160 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 72 cartons per pallet; Special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Rettergut chocolate easter bunny made from 100 % rescued 
chocolate in compostable foil with FSC-certified cardboard box, 
climate-neutral, individually printed

RETTERGUT EASTER BUNNY  

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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EASTER SIXPACK CLASSIC

Print 4-c Euroscale 

Minimum order From 216 pieces 

Contents Six chocolate Easter eggs made of the finest milk 
chocolate in a colourful aluminium wrapper, 37,5 g 
Seasonal article - while stocks last! 

Shelf life Until at least 30.06.2022 

Format Approx. 95 x 62 x 43 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 72 pieces  
5 cartons per shipping carton = 360 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 56 cartons per pallet; Special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Chocolate Easter eggs in an egg carton with sticker label, 
climate neutral, individually printed 

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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Print 4-c Euroscale 

Minimum order From 216 pieces 

Contents Six Lindt Mandorla eggs filled with almond cream and 
whole almonds in milk chocolate, 85 g  
Seasonal article - while stocks last! 

Shelf life Until at least 30.06.2022 

Format Approx. 95 x 62 x 43 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 72 pieces  
3 cartons per shipping carton = 216 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 48 cartons per pallet; Special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Lindt chocolate Easter eggs in an egg carton with sticker label, 
climate neutral, individually printed 

EASTER SIXPACK LINDT

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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EASTER TIN

Print 4-c Euroscale 

Minimum order From 100 pieces 

Contents Lindt chocolate Easter bunny made of fine alpine whole 
milk chocolate, 10 g and two Lindor mini Easter eggs 
made of milk chocolate, 4,6 g each  
Seasonal article - while stocks last! 

Shelf life Until at least 30.06.2022 

Format Height approx. 25 mm, Ø approx. 75 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 100 pieces  
2 cartons per shipping carton = 200 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 48 cartons per pallet; Special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Lindt chocolate Easter egg and Easter bunny in a round tin with 
a snap-on lid, made of white or matt-silver metal,  
individually printed
With a display insert with an Easter holiday motif  
Tinplate 98 % recyclable 

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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PAPER CAN ECO MINI
EASTER

BIODEGRADABLE

Print 4-c Euroscale 

Minimum order From 506 pieces 

Contents Lindt chocolate Easter bunny made of fine alpine whole 
milk chocolate, 10 g and two Lindor mini Easter eggs 
made of milk chocolate, 4,6 g each  
Seasonal article - while stocks last! 

Shelf life Until at least 30.06.2022 

Format Height approx. 50 mm; ø approx. 50 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 46 pieces  
8 cartons per shipping carton = 368 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 90 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Lindt chocolate Easter egg and Easter bunny in paper can made 
from biodegradable kraft paper, paper label all around, climate 
neutral, individually printed
With tamper-proof seal 

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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EASTER BOX EASTER BOX MAXI

Print 4-c Euroscale 

Minimum order From 360 pieces 

Contents Lindt chocolate Easter bunny made of fine  
alpine whole milk chocolate, 10 g  
Seasonal article - while stocks last!  

Shelf life Until at least 30.06.2022 

Format Approx. 38 x 60 x 28 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 180 pieces  
6 cartons per shipping carton = 1.080 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 72 cartons per pallet; Special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Lindt chocolate Easter bunny in white cardboard promotional 
packaging with punch-out in the shape of a bunny,  
climate neutral, individually printed 

10 g

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 92 pieces 

Contents Lindt chocolate Easter bunny made of fine  
apline whole milk chocolate, 50 g  
Seasonal article - while stocks last!  

Shelf life Until at least 30.06.2022 

Format Approx. 75 x 94 x 40 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 46 pieces  
4 cartons per shipping carton = 184 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 40 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days (for 
further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Lindt chocolate Easter bunny in white, FSC-certified cardboard 
promotional packaging with punch-out in the shape of a bunny, 
climate neutral, individually printed 

50 g

GOLDEN
BELL

WITH

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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back

standard design

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 330 pieces 

Contents 24 Brandt brand crispy balls with a crunchy core of whole 
grain, coated with the finest milk chocolate, 21g. 
Seasonal article - while stocks last!

Shelf life Until at least 30.06.2022 

Format Approx. 140 x 125 x 16 mm  large letter format 
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 66 pieces  
5 cartons per shipping carton = 330 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 56 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days (for 
further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Easter calendar, 24 days countdown, in solid cardboard sleeve 
with compostable inlay, climate neutral, individually printed  
A practical, fold-out table stand is integrated in the spine

XS EASTER CALENDAR

NEW

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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STAND-UP BOX 
LINDT EASTER

Print 4-c Euroscale  

Minimum order From 300 pieces 

Contents Lindt chocolate Easter bunny made of fine alpine whole 
milk chocolate, 10 g and four Lindor mini Easter eggs 
made of milk chocolate, 4,6 g each  
Seasonal article - while stocks last! 

Shelf life Until at least 30.06.2022

Format Approx. 50 x 80 x 38 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 100 pieces  
5 cartons per shipping carton = 500 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 64 cartons per pallet; Special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Lindt Easter bunny and chocolate Easter egg in white cardboard 
promotional packaging, climate neutral, individually printed  

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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Filling options

Klett Easter bunny 
bronze

Klett Easter bunny 
silver

KLETT EASTER BUNNY  

Print 4-c Euroscale 

Minimum order From 300 pieces 

Contents Chocolate Easter bunny from Klett brand made of milk 
chocolate, 12,5 g  
Seasonal article - while stocks last! 

Shelf life Until at least 30.06.2022  

Format Approx. 37,5 x 62,5 x 22 mm  
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout 

Delivery packing Cartons containing 150 pieces  
8 cartons per shipping carton = 1200 pcs.  
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 72 cartons per pallet; special packing on request 

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Klett chocolate Easter bunny  in promotional box made of FSC-
certified cardboard, climate neutral, individually printed 

NEW

NEW

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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LKW / VAN / BUS / HOUSE PRESENT
EASTER

148

p. 44  
or on  

demand

Print 4-c Euroscale 

Minimum order From 266 pieces 

Contents 10 chocolate Easter eggs made of the finest milk chocolate 
in a colourful aluminium wrapper, 63 g Seasonal article - 
while stocks last! 

Shelf life Until at least  30.06.2022

Format Approx. 150 x 80 x 53 mm (Truck-, Bus-Present) 
Approx. 130 x 80 x 53 mm (House Present) 
Request for advertising space dimensions as  
imposition layout  

Delivery packing Cartons containing 38 pieces  
4 cartons per each shipping carton = 152 pcs. (vehicle) 
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 48 cartons per each pallet; special packing on request 
 
Cartons containing 30 pieces  
4 cartons per each shipping carton = 120 pcs. (house) 
Max. 10 shipping cartons per DPD parcel service  
Max. 64 cartons per each pallet; special packing on request

Delivery time Our usual delivery times are 10-20 working days  
(for further information: page 150 or go.pfile.de/agb-en)

Truck/Van/Bus packaging made from white, FSC-certified 
cardboard with Easter eggs, climate neutral, individually printed  

Lindor Milk Ball

Alpine Milk Almond Cornflakes

Ritter SPORT Chocolate Bites

Other possible filling goods

https://go.pfile.de/agb-en
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Also available as a 
van for additional 
charge

149149



We have put some basic information together for you. 
Please note that every inquiry naturally has to be dealt with individually  
as we could not hope to cover every possible case in writing here.
Our customer advisers would be happy to advise you and answer any  
questions you may have by phone. To make sure the advice you get  
corresponds to your particular inquiry, we require your desired print  
subject.

Delivery times
Our delivery dates are valid as stated in the order confirmation, in each 
case within the delivery week/day of delivery.
Our delivery times depend on the approval of the printing copies and not 
on when printing copies were received. We cannot confirm a delivery time 
without an approval of the printing copies.

In the case of high capacity utilisation, delivery times may 
be extended (e.g. during the Christmas and Easter seasons)

Perishable foodstuffs
Foodstuffs cannot be exchanged. Please check the goods as soon as you 
receive them and send us any complaints within 24 hours.
We cannot accept any complaints received after this period of time.
Once the goods leave our premises, we no longer have any influence on 
our foodstuffs and thus cannot accept any responsibility or liability either 
in terms of quality or in terms of the food law.

In warm weather, it might be necessary to deliver some prod ucts by 
cold-storage lorry to guarantee the goods arrive in perfect condition 
(note: differnet freights costs). 

Corrections
Nothing is printed until you have given us your approval in writing.
Making changes to the proof you receive from us does not constitute an  
approval. You will receive a corrected proof to be checked and approved.
Please make sure you check the proof we send you very carefully.  
If you are at all unsure, give us a call. We would be happy to help you.
Your approval is a mandatory part of the order. It has unlimited validity 
and cannot be revoked. We cannot assume any responsibility for the 
prints you approve or for errors of any kind which may have been  
overseen.

If we are in possession of your data 1:1, the proof is created free of charge.  
We reserve the right to charge a flat rate for changes made to the proof  
starting with the third corrected proof.

You will be charged for any work carried out by us in preparation for your 
approval if you subsequently cancel your order.

Complaints
If you have any complaints, please get in touch with us immediately.
We require at least ten per cent of the total order as proof of the fault.  
Please send the goods back to us as proof in the original packaging. 
This also applies to any complaints you have about printing. 
Complaints about the taste and appearance of foodstuffs can only be  
accepted if you handled and stored the goods correctly.

Example: Foodstuffs must be stored in a dry place and be protected  
from changes in temperature (warm/cold).

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact one of our  
customer advisers.

Damage during transport:
All delivered goods, whether on pallets or in the form of parcels, must be  
checked immediately for any damage (correct securing, wrapping/boxes  
undamaged). The driver (freight/logistics company) must be made aware  
of any visible damage and should confirm this damage in writing on the  
delivery papers. 
Please note down the exact details of the damage, including photos,  
and inform us immediately. Claims concerning damage reported at a  
later date and/or damage not recorded on the delivery papers cannot be  
claimed retroactively!

Order quantities
For technical reasons, divergence of quantities up to ± 10 % is possible. 
Depending on the category of product, our products are either counted or 
weighed before they are packed. This can result in different quantities in  
individual boxes. The final number is checked and logged by us. If there 
are any irregularities per packing unit, please check the final number.

Notes on packing
When ordering, please take our packing units into consideration.
The specified freight costs are approximated, not binding, and cannot be  
determined precisely until the order has been completed.

Biscuits, cookies, and other baked articles can break during transport.

Colours
Depending on the material and product, colours may deviate. 

In the case of multi-coloured printing, a colour-binding proof of the  
provided data is mandatory.

When using a transparent, coloured, or metallic base, colour reproduction 
can vary if a white background is not used. We would therefore recom-
mend that you use a white background, if technically possible, which is 
charged as an additional print colour (not in digital printing). To avoid 
complaints about colour, please make sure you include a colour-binding 
proof.

Unchanged reprints can also demonstrate colour deviation. 
This is for technical reasons and cannot be avoided. Nuances of colour 
devi ation will therefore not be recognised as a complaint.

QR CODE and barcode
Please note that we cannot guarantee that QR codes will be legible.

Further processing
Variations can occur during processing for technical reasons.  
This applies, for example, to press cuts and blanks of cardboard  
packaging. In the case of foil products, there can be a slight shift of the 
motif during packing. 
In the case of solid designs, cutting can only be controlled within a certain  
tolerance. It is therefore possible that colour transitions in the motif are  
displaced in the cutting area and thus visible as a fine stripe  
(of the other print colour) at the cutting end of the packing. 

In the case of bags, the content text may be concealed in part by the 
sealed seam.

Tetrahedron packaging:
Due to the packaging, it could happen that the position of the printed 
image varies on the triangular advertising space.

Sticky wrappers:
Slight blistering may occur and it could happen that the ends of the  
wrapper may not meet exactly.

Shelf life
The best before date specified can only be guaranteed if the product is 
stored correctly. In addition to taking the product-specific properties into 
 consideration, please ensure you store the product in a dry, cool place 
away from  sunlight. Avoid changes in temperature, particularly with  
products containing chocolate, as this can result in a white film  
developing on the chocolate.

Manufacturer’s notification on products
In accordance with EU directive 178/2002 for the guarantee of food safety  
and in compliance with the requirements of the food law, we will be  
attaching a manufacturer’s notification to our products/selling units.  
For most products, the end customer, dealer, or agency can decide 
whether he himself as the  issuer should be specified on the product 
packaging or outer packaging or whether the manufacturer should be 
named. If we are not provided with a manufacturer’s notification, we will 
use our manufacturer. If the end customer explicitly rejects all these  
specifications, the manufacturer must be released from all claims in 
writing.

We are obliged to advise you that manufacturer’s data must comply 
with legal specifications. The data are not intended for any promotional 
purpose.

Declaration
Due to food law regulations in accordance to VO 1169/2001, the  
declaration must be in the official language of the country in which the 
goods are distributed. If declared in another language, we can not  
guarantee the marketability of the goods. The responsibility of  
marketability in this case passes to the customer.

Distribution list
If the products are to be sent to different shipping addresses, please send 
us the address data as an EXCEL file with one address component per  
column (e.g. company1 / company2 / street / postal code etc.). Just ask for 
our template. Bills of delivery must be provided in triplicate. Depending 
on the work involved, additional costs may be incurred.

GENERAL INFORMATION



Depending on high capacity utilization 
and material availability, the delivery 
time is usually 10-20 working days after 
print approval. Delivery time by indivi-
dual products, large quantities as well as 
distribution and individual shipping might 
be different. We will be happy to provide 
concrete deadlines as part of the offer or 
your order.
The delivery dates stated in the order 
confirmation apply in each case.

Information on creating printing copies

If possible, match our provided imposition layout 1:1.  
Data editing costs will otherwise be incurred. 

–  Line drawings should have an optimum resolution of 1.200 dpi or be  
vectorised. Continuous-tone illustrations should have a resolution of  
300 dpi. 

–  When sending files by email, please make sure you use the appropriate 
program extension (e.g. .indd for InDesign, .ai for Adobe Illustrator, .psd 
for Photoshop).

Our programs:
– Adobe Illustrator CC
– Photoshop CC
– InDesign CC

Open data:
If your document includes any imported/embedded files (e.g. tif, eps, bmp, 
or jpeg files), please make sure you save these separately! Please change 
the fonts into character paths to avoid the loading of any other fonts.  
If this is not possible, send us the fonts (only Mac fonts).

Please note the following when supplying data as a PDF:
-  Your created data should correspond to our layout template,  

please do not change it.
- PDF compatible up to PDF/X-4 (Acrobat 1.6)
- No encrypted PDF files (password protection or the like)
- No coloured pattern cells/tile patterns
- No comments, form fields, or the like
- No transfer curves
-  Leave layout sketches at “overprint” and you must leave it at our 

separate special colour with the name “Stand”

Data carriers (if you want to send your data by post):
–  Please write your address, file name, logo name, product name, and 

order number clearly on the data carrier (e.g. CD) and include a printout 
of the files.

–  The printout should include the file name and the name of the printing  
colour(s) required, e.g. HKS, Pantone.

The fastest way to order:
Just send your data, including the name of the motif, by email to your  
customer adviser. If the data exceeds 100 MB, we recommend you send us 
the data via FTP server. If you have any further questions on exchanging 
data, please do not hesitate to contact your customer adviser. 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Printing information

Fine details, small fonts, and trademarks can smear or disappear.
In the case of multi-coloured printing, a colour-binding proof of the  
provided data is mandatory.

Printing methods:

4-c digital printing: Paper/cardboard, boxes, foils, labels

4-c designs are available at attractive prices even with small quantities.  
Register differences cannot occur. The colours are always compiled from 
the 4-c process. Special colours in accordance with HKS or Pantone can 
only be approximated.

Boxes: Applying a white background to the motif, as is usual with silver 
boxes in pad printing, is not possible. In these cases, transparent inks are not 
opaque and therefore often do not achieve the desired colour tone (can look 
dirty). Please also note that negatively recessed elements will appear in box 
colours in print. On the other hand, this can result in a very elegant effect 
thanks to the shining through e.g. of a shiny box.  
Slight streaking may be visible with extensive colour designs. 

Due to the bled-off round surface structure of the product, there may be a 
slight distortion of the printed image.

Foils: Some parts of the sealed seams cannot be printed  
(see imposition layouts).

1–4-colour flexo: Foils
In full-surface printing, register differences are possible to an extent.  
A fine unprinted line over the foil is a result of the block ends meeting. 
Colour rubbing on the sealed seam is also possible in full-surface printing. 
Designs with extensive ink coverage and metallic colours should be  
varnished to protect them from colour rubbing (counts as an additional 
print colour).

In printing technology, breaks in the screen cannot be avoided. 
The tolerances for this are: 
– Flexo printing 3%

Sweets: In full-surface printing, a white edge (each of 1 mm) remains on 
the side at the end of the wrapper ends. Due to the block ends meeting,  
a fine white stripe runs across the width of the paper.

Note: Halftone motifs only after a printability check. A colour-binding 
proof of the data provided is required with multi-colour screen motifs.

1–4-colour offset: Paper, cardboard
An attractive price for larger print runs. Printing of special colours in 
acc. with HKS and Pantone is possible. Fluorescent inks cannot be used.

1–4-colour pad: Boxes, dispensers
Register differences are possible to an extent. The double printing of 
individual colours may be necessary for full-surface motifs (counts as an 
additional print colour in each case). Slight scratches and unevenness may 
appear due to the material.

In printing technology, breaks in the screen cannot be avoided. 
The tolerances for this are: 
– Pad printing 15 %

Sleeve: A slight distortion is possible on rounded parts.

We alone make the decision on which printing process we use for our  
products/orders.

Prices do not include VAT.

The products in the catalogue are not shown true to the original and differ from the original in size, shape and colour.
Misprints and errors excepted. Subject to alterations. With the publication of this edition, all previous editions become invalid.

These Easter items are valid for the 2022 Easter holiday season. 






